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Since 1975, GATT-Fly has been developing a 
method for popular education that we call thel Preface "Ah-hah Seminar." In colloquial English, people 

exclaim "Ah-hah!" when they understand clearly for 
the first time something that they knew before in a par
tial or confused way. The aim of our seminars is to get 
participants to piece together their individual experi
ences ina way that clarifies their understanding of 
political and economic systems. They may not always 
literally exclaim "Ah-hah" when the pieces start to fit 
together, but the effect is the same. 

The goal of an Ah-hah Seminar is to help a group do 
its own economic, political and social analysis so that 
the group or its members can be more effective in the 
actions they take to achieve social justice. Our 
approach is based on the assumption that people 
acquire a basic knowledge of how the economic and 
political system works through their own lives and 
experiences. In addition, when they get a chance to 
share their knowledge with others in a group, they can 
teach each other a lot. A group of farmers or workers or 
immigrant women working collectively is capable of 
piecing together a coherent picture of how the system 
works and what must be done to change it. 

7 
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This approach is linked to our conviction that at the 
root of our present unjust economic and political struc
tures is not only an inequality in the distribution of 
income but also an exclusion of the vast majority of 
people from any meaningful decision-making power 
over their own lives - particularly denial of control 
over their own labour and the products of their labour. 
We call this denial of control "disempowerment." It 
relegates a majority of people to being merely objects 
and denies an essential attribute of what it means to be 
human: to be creative, to enjoy the fruits of our creativ
ity in community with others and to be subjects of our 
own history. 

GATT-Fly has come to understand that the struggle for 
social justice is not simply to effect changes or reforms 
that bring material benefits or improvements for peo
ple. but that it involves the empowerment of people so 
that they might participate in shaping their own future. 
This conviction has led us in practice to give priority to 
work with what we have called popular groups or peo
ple's organizations. So we have worked with organiza
tions of workers, native people, farmers. women, the 
unemployed. people on welfare and social activists 
within churches - in fact with those people who have 
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already indicated a dissatisfaction with the way the sys
tem works. We have found that in this context the Ah
hah Seminar can be a powerful tool to mobilize people 
to act in their common interest. 

The method we use in the Ah-hah Seminar grew out 
of our frustrations with traditional educational 
methods. We found that when we gave lectures. our 
attempts to educate adults about economic and politi
cal issues had limited results. Too often, the communica
tion was one way. We found ourselves playing the role of 
"experts" trying to impart knowledge to largely passive 
audiences, with no way of knowing how relevant the infor
mation was to them. 

So, we began work on an approach in which all the 
participants could help to produce a picture that 
described the world as they know it. The method we devel
oped is really very simple. It involves drawing, in 
front of the group on a large sheet of paper, symbols 
representing the economic system as it is described by 
the participants. Beginning with their own place in it, 
the participants collectively construct a picture of the 
economic and political system. They then go on to dis
cuss how it works and what must be done to change it. 
The act of drawing provides a structure for a wide
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ranging discussion and also a record of what has been 
talked about. 

We first used the drawing method in May 1975 as a 
way of helping groups understand the structural causes 
of the world food crisis and the economic relations 
between the developed and underdeveloped countries 
of the world. The issue of food was the focus of GATT
Fly's work at the time. We found the drawing method 
enabled people to see, in a graphic form, the global 
system of production and distribution that leaves mil
lions hungry. It also made comprehensible complex 
concepts such as "effective demand" and "balance of 
payments." Because of the focus on the food theme, the 
early workshops almost always started with an agricul
tural model: the land, who owns it, and who decides 
what will be planted on it. Although participants con
tributed to the drawing from their own knowledge of 
the economic system, they were not themselves part of 
the picture, except as consumers. There were also many 
points at which the picture-building process became 
more of an illustrated lecture by the GATT-Fly leader 
than a true discussion among participants. 

Aware of these shortcomings - but excited by the 
potential of the drawing process - we began to think of 
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ways to make the Ah-hah Seminar more authentically 
dialogical. 

A major turning point in the development of the 
method occurred at a seminar we conducted with the 
Newfoundland Fishermen's Union, OXFAM and the 
Mummers Theatre Troupe in St. John's in November 
1975. The objective of the :seminar was to examine the 
parallels between the situation of Newfoundland and 
that of the Third World. Participants were encouraged 
to point out parallels and local examples and this 
helped to relate the model-building more directly to the 
experiences of the participants than had been the case 
in earlier seminars.:", ' 

On the first day the 'semip,ar was conducted in the 
usual way, starting with th.e land and focusing on the 
agricultural economy and relations between developed 
and underdeveloped couritries. On the second day, the 
group decided to draw a picture of the Newfoundland 
economy, concentrating on the fishing industry. A 
clean sheet of paper was: put up beside the picture 
drawn on the first day; Thistime there was no predeter
mined concept of what the finished picture should look 
like. As Dennis Howlett, the GATT-Fly staff person 
leading the seminar, confessed: 
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"Yesterday I kind of had an idea of what I'd like to 
end up with when we drew this picture and some of my 
questions were leading questions; although I must say 
the picture turns out differently every time we do it 
because of the group input. But today, I have another 
confession - I haven't got a clue what we're going to 
end up with, because I really don't know anything 
about fisheries. So this time I am blind and you will 
have to lead me. This is going to be an experiment in 
actually trying to implement what we were making out 
we were doing yesterday. If people can help me by ask
ing some of the questions that need to be asked, I would 
sure appreciate it, and maybe I can be more of a record
er. I'm really interested to learn how the whole fishing 
industry here works. So where should we start? Yester
day we started with the land." 

The group responded: "Start with the fishermen!" 
The participants became much more actively 

involved because this time they were talking about 
things they all had some direct experience with - they 
were putting themselves in the picture. 

The picture-drawing process initiated an excellent 
discussion of the problems with the fisheries, and its 
relationship to the Newfoundland economy as a whole. 

, 
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Participants at the Second International Sugar Workers Con
ference in Toronto, 1983. 

The Ah-hah Seminar helped to put proposed solutions 
such as the two-hundred mile limit in perspective. It 
showed that other basic changes such as public owner
ship of the fish packing plants and a breaking of the 
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monopoly of the equipment suppliers were also neces
sary for the preservation and development of the fish
ing industry in Newfoundland. The Ah-hah Seminar~ 
also identified several immediate actions. One was to 
write letters protesting the actions of the St. John's 
mayor who had closed a Mummers Theatre Troupe's 
play on the woodworkers' strike. Another was to protest 
the federal government's change in qualification rules 
for unemployment insurance: a change which would 
adversely affect seasonal workers, particularly fisher
men. This Ah-hah Seminar eventually led to a play on 
the Newfoundland fishing industry, produced by the 
Mummers and later performed across Canada. 

The Newfoundland seminar was videotaped and 
later reviewed by GATT-Fly staff. We used this review 
to do an extensive evaluation of our methodology and 
came up with new criteria for conducting seminars. 
One important decision was that the picture-drawing 
should begin with the experiences of the participants; 
with their work and their community. We also decided 
that the seminars should involve people who have 
material interests that favour change of the present eco
nomic system and who are members of organizations 
through which they can act. In our subsequent semi

- _..... =-.-., "'~--l' 
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nars, we gave priority to working with ongoing organi
zations committed to seeking justice for their members 
and for society as a whole. 

The Ah-hah Seminar has evolved and developed 
over the years with the experience of over one hundred 
seminars carried out with a wide variety of groups: 
fishermen in Newfoundland, farmers in Saskatchewan 
and Prince Edward Island, native people in northwest
ern Ontario, immigrant workers in Toronto, union, 
members and women workers in Ontario, organizations 
of the unemployed in Saskatchewan, Newfoundland 
and Ontario and church-related social action groups in 
Alberta, British Columbia and Manitoba. The Ah-hah 
Seminar has also been used in Third World countries: 
with sugar workers in Trinidad and Peru, with mem
bers of peasant organizations in Nicaragua and with 
popular educators and community organizers from the 
English-speaking Caribbean. 

In almost all cases we have had a positive response 
to our seminars. Many people have asked us to outline 
the process of an Ah-hah Seminar so that they can con
duct one themselves. While we were struggling with 
the challenge of describing in words a dynamic and 
still-evolving process we had the opportunity of meet
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ing with Paulo Freire, the Brazilian educator. whose 
work has influenced our approach. We told him about 
our seminars and the difficulty we had in sharing the 
methodology with others. He suggested, "Why don't 
you tell your story?" This book is an attempt to do just 
that. It is not a "how to" manual. We feel the setting out 
of a formula or a rigid set of guidelines to be followed is 
a contradiction of the participant-controlled approach 
to education that the Ah-hah Seminar methodology 
attempts to facilitate. What we have tried to do rather is 
to tell the story of some of our experiences of doing 
popular education and to share some of the insights 
and techniques that we have gained. We want to share 
them in the hope that the method not just be repro
duced but that the techniques and insights we have 
gained might stimulate creative adaptation and further 
development by others. 

The book begins in Chapter I with a description of 
the Ah-hah Seminar process. In Chapter II, we tell the 

stories of three representative seminars: one held with 
Latin American immigrant workers in Toronto. another 
with a group of Toronto Area Steelworkers' Union 
members, and a third with native people of the 
Kayahna Area Tribal Council in northwestern Ontario. 
We have included examples of the pictures from these 
seminars to illustrate the drawing technique. 

A list of suggested readings is included at the end, 
along with abstracts in French and Spanish outlining 
the Ah-hah approach. 

This book is intended for educators who share our 
goals of developing liberating, participatory education 
for social change. We hope that some of the insights we 
have gained will be useful to others. In publishing this 
account, we wish to thank the people who have been 
our teachers - the hundreds of workers, farmers, 
fishermen and native people who have participated in 
the seminars - and who have taught us so much about 
the struggle for justice and liberation. 

? ; ;. .J 
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Chapter One 

Our 
Approach 
to Popular
 
Education
 

T he Ah-hah Seminar's approach to education is 
through dialogue. It is a forum where the partici
pants talk together about their own experience and 

make decisions about their own learning. It is rooted in 
the principles developed by the Brazilian educator 
Paulo Freire. 

Freire distinguishes his approach to education from 
the traditional "banking" approach where participants 
are treated as empty vessels that must be filled with 
information. The underlying implication of the tradi
tional approach is that students are "uneducated" and 
in need of knowledge that can come only from teachers 
or experts. This need creates a dependency and rein
forces a sense of powerlessness. People learn to distrust 
themselves, their own knowledge and intuitions and 
this can lead to confusion. They often feel there is 
something wrong but they are not sure what. Freire's 
method encourages participants to see themselves as a 
fount of information and knowledge about the real 
world. When they are encouraged to work with the 
knowledge they have from their own experience they 
can develop strategies together to change their immedi
ate situations. 

Our approach is not to come in from the outside and 
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provide "a" social analysis or to provide "the answers" 
but to help groups do their own analysis by providing a 
structure and some tools to accomplish this task. In 
short we provide an educational process and some 
questions which help a group develop its own analysis 
and strategies. The analysis and conclusions resulting 
from this process are taken much more seriously by a 
group than if they were merely the recommendations or 
views of one person, even if he or she were an "expert." 
As one woman at the end of a seminar with the National 
Farmers' Union in Saskatchewan put it, "This is our 
drawing. We produced it. You didn't come and tell us 
all this information; it came from us. You didn't tell us 
what to do. It's our world and now we have to change 
it." 

Starting with the Participants 
In order for the seminars to be effective, we have found 
that they must start by focusing on the work and life 
experience of the participants. When we "started with 
the fishermen" on the second day of a seminar with the 
Newfoundland Fishermen's Union both the level of 
participation and the quality of the discussion 

improved significantly over the earlier discussion 
when we had started with a description of the Third 
World. The participants began putting themselves into 
the picture, sharing stories from their personal experi
ences, talking about specific issues that affected them, 
and developing analysis and strategies that would 
address their situation. 

Starting with the participants' life and work experi
ence is essential for several reasons: 

1. It encourages a high level of participation. We 
have found that people have no difficulty talking about 
themselves and their own experiences - after all, that 
is a subject matter of which they definitely have 
intimate knowledge. On the other hand, if they were 
asked to start off discussing the whole economic system 
they may be intimidated or feel inadequate. Talking 
about ,themselves anchors the discussion in specifics 
and ensures that we deal with the issues and themes 
most critical for the participants. 

2. It helps to ensure that the animator/recorder 
avoids the traditional role of teacher or expert. There is 
no question that the participants are more knowledge
able about their own work and lives than the animator/ 
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recorder. The balance of authority is tipped in favour of 
the participants because they are the "experts." 

3. It .places the participants at the centre of the larger 
picture that emerges, demonstrating that the world is in 
part their own creation. A description of the world that 
builds from the participants' experiences means they 
are defining the world as actors rather than spectators. 
This mitigates against a fatalistic view of the world as 
something that ordinary people have little power to 
shape. 

4. It gives the group a basis for testing general per
ceptions based on secondhand sources against their 
own experiences. A key to critical consciousness is to 
help people recognize the contradictions between 
views derived from their own experience and views 
that are based on the dominant culture. The dominant 
culture constantly denies the understanding oppressed 
people have of their own experience. Starting with peo
ple's experience is one way of affirming their suspi
cions and experiences in a way that stands in contradic
tion to the dominant cultural view or ideology. 

For example, in a workshop with unionized workers 
in Toronto, one participant had militant views about 
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his work situation. He told us about a recent strike that 
he had been involved in and how the media had dis
torted the facts concerning the strike in a way that 
maligned the union's position. But when we began to 
discuss social issues not directly related to his experi
ence - such as the problems of immigrants, native peo
ple or people on welfare, his views became reactionary 
and racist. The group challenged him in a positive way 
by affirming the conclusions he had come to from his 
own experience. They suggested that the media influ
enced his response to social issues he had no personal 
knowledge of, and showed the contradictions that 
existed between his two responses. 

5. It helps to make explicit the particular perspec
tive from which society is viewed by members of the 
group. It demonstrates that there is no such thing as a 
"neutral" or "un-biased" analysis. The work people do 
is one of the most important determinants of their 
world view and starting there helps to make them 
aware of why they have the perspective they do. To 
make this point even clearer we sometimes ask a group 
after they have completed a drawing what that picture 
would look like if it had been created by a group of 
business executives or political leaders. 
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Getting participants to talk about themselves almost or dispassionate. A great deal of sensitivity and skill is 
always brings out strong emotions and creates a high required on the part oithe animator/recorder and by the 
level of interest and participation. The method can also group as a whole to deal with these emotions in a sup
lead to conflict. because the discussion hits on people's portive way. While there are risks involved, we do feel 
own lives and self-images. Participants have a lot at that emotion or passion is essential both to motivate 
stake and it is understandably difficult to be objective and mobilize people. 
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Education for Action 
To be fully effective, the Ah-hah Seminar must, from 
the outset, have the objective of developing action strat
egies. The seminar is education for a particular pur
pose, for collective political action, not for greater 
understanding as an end in itself. The seminar aims to 
empower groups by reinforcing their confidence in 
their abilities to analyze their situations and develop 
strategies to change them. This objective helps to focus 
the discussion. It forces the group to be practical and 
helps to ensure that the discussion doesn't become too 
theoretical or abstract. It also prevents the participants 
from becoming overwhelmed with the power of the sys
tem and feeling frustrated and hopeless about the pos
sibilities of change. 

The second half of an Ah-hah Seminar is usually 
devoted to discussions of action strategies. The picture 
they've constructed of the economic and political sys
tem helps the participants identify potential allies and 
makes it easier to determine the possibility of common 
action. 
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Who is the Ah-hah Seminar For? 
We have found the Ah-hah Seminar is most productive 
when the participants have a material interest in chang
ing the present economic system and when they are 
members of a group or organization through which 
they can act. 

Participants need not have a well-developed politi
cal analysis or be aware of the need for basic changes in 
our economic system. But their experience and material 
interest must provide the basis for raising critical ques
tions. For example. the experience of a group of unem
ployed or native people provides ample material on the 
injustices inherent in our economic system. Using the 
experience of participants to raise critical questions is 
more difficult with groups such as teachers or high
wage workers as they may believe that the system 
works to their benefit. But it is possible to challenge 
this belief by asking what real power or control over 
their lives they have. and whether their relative afflu
ence is any compensation for loss of control. 

In our experience the Ah-hah Seminar method does 
not work with people in positions of power and 
privilege in the economic system. Though we have 
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never worked exclusively with a group of businessmen 
or bank managers, we have conducted seminars where 
a few were present. In every case they became very 
defensive, either walking out or disrupting the group in 
its attempts to agree on strategies for action. 

In addition, the Ah-hah Seminar won't work with 
people who don't want to describe their own experi
ences. This has happened when the group was made up 
mostly of students or professional educators who 
insisted on drawing a picture of the economic system 
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"out there" and resisted putting themselves into the 
picture. They constructed a picture of the world as they 
perceived it secondhand from the newspapers and 
media, not as they directly experienced it. The discus
sion became very abstract and frequently deteriorated 
into academic debates over minor questions. 

Because of all this, we give preference to working 
with groups that plan to continue meeting or already do 
meet regularly, such as union locals or social action 
groups as opposed to groups formed just for the Ah-hah 
Seminar. Often the seminars identify questions that 
need further exploration. This work can be completed 
later only if the group meets regularly. Similarly, if 
strategies for action are to have any chance of being 
implemented, a commitment to ongoing work together 
is necessary. 

One exception to this is when several groups come 
together with the objective of identifying common 
interests and deciding on joint action strategies. 
Another is when the Ah-hah Seminar is used as an 
organizing tool: when there is an expectation of form
ing an ongoing group as a result of the seminar. 
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Educational Process That Empowers 
In our experience of doing popular education we have 
found that the method used often communicates a more 
powerful message than the content discussed. If the 
objective of popular education is for people to have 
more control over their own lives then the educational 
method should not contradict this by treating partici
pants as passive learners who require input of knowl
edge or information from a teacher or expert. An 
approach to education that focuses on content may 
increase an individual's knowledge but this does not 
thereby enable him or her to take action. In our experi
ence it is not a lack of knowledge or information that 
keeps people from taking action but rather a lack of 
confidence or ability in analyzing the information they 
already know. The Ah-hah Seminar may not bring any 
new information to the group, but the way the informa
tion is pieced together by the participants themselves 
can spark insight and understanding. 

What are the ingredients for a successful seminar? 
While there is no simple formula, our experience has 
taught us that our seminars work best when certain 
requirements are fulfilled. The best of our seminars 
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those that have contributed most to enabling the group 
to develop an analysis and subsequently take action 
have the following characteristics: 

1. The group size should be limited to thirty partici
pants and sufficient time must be allowed (a minimum 
of six hours in one block of time or spread over several 
sessions, days or weeks apart). A weekend or even a 
week-long workshop can use the Ah-hah Seminar 
picture-drawing process as part of a larger agenda. 

2. A degree of trust and familiarity must exist 
among the participants before honest sharing and dis
cussion can take place. If the seminar is with a group 
that has not been together before, time should be 
allowed for people to get to know each other and 
develop a basis of trust. One method we sometimes use 
to begin a seminar is to pair off participants to inter
view each other and then introduce the other to the rest 
of the group. 

3. To ensure that everybody works together, clearly 
stated, practical and action-oriented goals for the semi
nar must be agreed to by the whole group. We try to get 
the group to work out its goals ahead of time so that, if 
required, additional preparation can take place. Even so 

l_~ ... :;; 
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we always check the goals out again at the beginning 
and reformulate them or modify them if necessary. It 

. helps to have the goals pinned up where everyone in 
the group can see them, so they can be referred to easily 
during eva·luation of the seminar. 

4. The agenda or an outline of the programme, 
developed and agreed to by the group, should be posted 
at the beginning of the seminar. This enables the time 
available to be used efficiently and the goals identified 
by the group to be accomplished by the end of the ses
sion. The agenda need not be inflexible, as unforeseen 
topics or questions may arise and need attention before 
the group can return to the original plan. But any devia
tion from the agreed agenda or outline should be agreed 
upon democratically by the group. In addition it is use
ful to stop periodically and check if the original agenda 
is still useful or if it needs rearranging. 

5. When issues arise over the agenda or the way the 
seminar is proceeding, the group should resolve them 
democratically. It could be a question of what symbol to 
use, where a particular institution should be placed in 
the drawing or whether a topic should be pursued or 
noted for later discussion. While the animator/recorder 
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may propose a particular course of action, we try to 
involve the whole group in making the decision by con
sensus. 

6. It is critical that everyone in the group partici
pates for the discussion to be most effective. If one or 
two people are dominating, or if some are not speaking 
at all this should be put to the group as a problem they 
need to resolve. Breaking into smaller groups for part of 
the seminar can help to broaden participation. In the 
seminar with the Kayahna Council described later, the 
women decided to form a small group of their own. In 
the larger group the more vocal men had made it diffi
cult for them to speak out. At a seminar with a National 
Farmers' Union local, discussion of the problem of 
unequal participation led to a very heated and 
ultimately constructive evaluation of the local's opera
tions over the past few years. 

7. Leadership should be a shared responsibility if 
the group is to avoid becoming dependent on one or 
two people. We encourage shared leadership by asking 
the group to select from among themselves people who 
will lead certain parts of the programme such as the 
introduction or the discussion of strategies and follow
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up plans. Another way is to ask the group to divide into 
smaller workshops for part of the programme and for 
each workshop to select a discussion leader and record
er. Other leadership roles can also be rotated for each 
session. This will help develop the skills of leadership 
within a group and also help individual participants 
take a stronger interest in the seminar. 
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8. It is important for several reasons to keep a record 
of the key points of the discussion. It shows that every
one's contribution is valued, and is a way of keeping 
track of progress made. It is a way of noting questions 
that a group may wish to come back to later. It also 
provides an accurate account that can be referred to by 
individuals or by the whole group later on. The task of 
recording also forces a group to come to a consensus 
about the points they are making. 

It is best if the group can see the record of their 
discussion as it is being taken as it allows the group to 
revise or correct on the spot. The Ah-hah Seminar 
method of recording discussion in pictures and sym
bols is effective because it can be done quickly without 
slowing down the discussion. We also use flip-charts or 
sheets of newsprint to write down points for later dis
cussion or conclusions of strategy discussions. Detailed 
minutes or notes taken by a group member can .supple
ment the visual record but are no substitute. 

9. The group should evaluate periodically how the 
seminar is progressing. They should review the origi
nal goals and see whether those goals are being accom
plished or if as a result of the discussion they need to be 
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reassessed. It is important also to check progress on the 
agenda and modify it if necessary, to evaluate the level 
of participation, and identify and discuss any other 
problemsthat arise. This ongoing evaluation is critical 
to the effectiveness of the seminar. 

Too often evaluation comes only at the end, when it 
is too late to do anything about the problems that may 
have arisen. We urge the group to take time at the mid
dle and end of a one-day programme, and more often if 
it is a longer programme, to evaluate the way the dis
cussion is proceeding. Also time can be taken during 
coffee breaks or lunches to check out what the partici
pants think about the process of the seminar, especially 
for those who have not so far taken part in the discus\ sion. We have found evaluation is one of the most help

~	 ful things for developing group skills and building a 
group's cohesiveness and effectiveness. 

The Role of the Animator/Recorder 
A basic premise of the Ah-hah Seminar is to allow the 
group to take responsibility for its own learning. But 
this does not mean that there is no need for leadership. 
The main leadership role is that of an animator/ 

\ 
; 
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recorder. As animator she or he plays a crucial role in 
guiding the seminar by helping the group clarify its 
own objectives and determine its own agenda. She or 
he has the responsibility to ask the questions that help 
draw out the individual and collective experiences of 
the group. 

In most seminars the animator/recorder plays a 
major role at the beginning to get the discussion going. 
But in most successful seminars, the group soon takes 
the lead and the animator/recorder becomes one of the 
participants. We make a point of saying that we do not 
see our role as animator/recorder as neutral. We always 
try to be candid about our biases and the political per
spective we hold as it determines the kind of questions 
we ask. We explain that our bias is to view society from 
the position of the majority who are excluded from 
wealth and power. We say that we intend to participate 
in the discussions and, when appropriate, draw on our 
own experience, including that of other seminars. 

Certain skills are required of the animator/recorder: 
an ability to ensure that discussion and decision
making is democratic and involves everyone in the 
group; an ability to draw quickly no matter how 
crudely; and a coherent political, economic and social 

1...__-_---------
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analysis. Without such an analysis it would be difficult 
to know what kind of questions to pose to the group. 
The animator/recorder must also have some back
ground information on the work and community of the 
participants in each seminar. This can be gained by 

interviewing one or more prospective participants and 
by reading as much background material as possible 
beforehand. 

The other major leadership function is in the record
ing of the discussion in symbols and in pictorial form 

-t1AC.to'r1 



on a large sheet of paper placed in front of the group. 
Occasionally we have involved the whole group in the 
drawing process but usually we do the drawing as we 
are faster and are frequently working under time con
straints. Often we will invite a member of the group to 
draw a local landmark or some particular thing they 
can more easily symbolize in the picture. 

Another important role is that of observer. She or he 
keeps track of the progress of the seminar, drawing 
attention to problems such as the domination of the 
discussion by a few, divergence from the agreed agenda 
without a group decision to do so, or a contribution that 
has been passed over. She or he should interject any
time a problem comes up that needs immediate atten
tion. The observer can also comment during evalua
tions on his or her perceptions of how the seminar is 
progressing. When two people are involved in leading 
an Ah-hah Seminar one should act as animator/ 
recorder and the other as observer. If only one person is 
involved we ask someone in the group to be the 
observer. 

~'-~~""'-~---="""'-'-""~~=~~;;:-;;::-~~ 
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The Questions We Ask 
The questions asked by the animator/recorder are 
intended to focus and give direction to the group dis
cussion, but the questioning is not a one-way effort as 
we also take direction from the group. The overall pro
cess is an interaction between the group and the 
animator/recorder, the issues raised by the participants 
and the specific objectives of the seminar. 

The seminar is not a catechism where the animator/ 
recorder mechanistically asks predetermined questions 
which have "correct" answers. Rather it is a dialogue 
between the leader and the group. The questions asked 
should elicit responses which can be symbolized in the 
picture being drawn. Additions to the picture, or links 
between different parts, are drawn as they arise from 
the discussion of one participant's work situation. A 
discussion of the causes of a particular social problem. 
such as unemployment, may require adding certain 
parts of the system or actors that have not yet been 
drawn. Recording in picture form allows the discussion 
to move back and forth between description, analysis 
and strategy. 

But it would be an error to make the drawing of the 
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most comprehensive picture possible the objective of ble future actions to be taken is most important and 
the seminar. In anyone seminar we would never ask all determines the questions to be asked and discussed. 
the questions we outline here. The discussion of possi- The drawing is a point of reference and a point of 

departure, not an end in itself. 
The questions we ask fall into three areas. First we 

ask questions that draw out the participant's experi
ence. The responses are symbolized in the picture. 
Then we ask the group to think critically about the pic
ture they have constructed. Finally we ask questions 
that aid them to strategize options for the future. 

Constructing the Picture 
1. The Participants' Work and Life 

We usually start by asking each participant to describe 
where she or he works and lives. Whether each indi
vidual is asked depends on the size of the group, the 
variety of workplaces or occupations represented and 
the time available. If several participants work at the 
same place or in a similar type of work we may ask 
them to describe their work collectively. The important 
thing is to get a representative picture for the purposecA~r(..,~ 
of developing analysis and strategy - the comprehen
siveness of the picture is secondary. As people describe 

l 
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their situation the animator/recorder draws represent
ative symbols and pictures on a blank wall of paper. 

The questions we ask include: Where do you work? 
What kind of work do you do? What are you paid? How 
many others work at the same place or for the same 
company? What are the working conditions like? Is 
there a union? Have there been any strikes or layoffs 
recently? Who owns the company you work for? 

A very different set of questions would be used with 
a group of farmers or native people. In all cases, though, 
we begin by asking participants to describe their eco
nomic activity. 

2. Drawing Out Themes for Discussion 

Issues such as health and safety in the workplace or 
unemployment may emerge from the description of one 
person's work. These may be pursued right away by 
asking further problem-posing questions and drawing 
in others' similar experiences, or they can be noted for 
discussion at a later point. 

Parts of the larger picture are usually drawn in as 
they are suggested by the experiences of an individual 
participant. For example, if someone has been recently 
unemployed, the Canada Employment Centre and its 
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links to the federal government are drawn in. If 
another person's work experience leads to a discussion 
of health and safety issues, we would ask if there are 
any laws and government bodies that regulate safety 
standards, and then draw in the provincial government. 

We don't limit the questions to work experiences. 
We ask them about where they live: Do you own your 
house or rent it? What rent or mortgage do you pay? 
What work does the rest of your family do? We also ask 
questions about their neighbourhood, community, total 
family income, shopping and prices of essentials. Usu
ally themes for discussion emerge from these questions, 
for example, the availability of housing, real estate 
speculation, interest rates and inflation. The group 
decides which of these themes, if any, it would like to 
discuss in detail. In this way, we move from descrip
tions of experiences, to drawing in the larger picture 
and discussing issues, finally coming back to invite 
more participants to describe their situations. 

3. The Larger Picture 

As participants discuss where they work and live, a 
description of the economic system begins to emerge. A 
discussion of the workplace can easily move to a dis
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cussion of the ownership of the industry and designa
tion of corporate headquarters where decisions are 
made. Links can be made to those industries supplying 

~ 

media
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raw materials, or to the markets for the finished prod
ucts. Consideration of the cost of home ownership or 
problems of farmers and other small producers put the 
banks and other financial institutions into the picture. 
Often these issues will spark critical discussion of the 
role of these important economic institutions. 

In one way or another, the various levels of govern
ment affect the lives of the participants and so they are 
added to the picture as they come up. At a later stage, 
we invite the group to look at all the functions of the 
state, drawing in the ones that may not have been men
tioned before, such as the military, the police and the 
legal system. 

We try to ask questions which will help participants 
relate their own experiences to the larger picture. For 
example, if someone mentions the difficulty of finding 
day care services or someone else has had problems 
getting unemployment or disability insurance, then a 
logical line of questioning is: In what areas are govern
ments cutting back and in what areas is spending 
increasing? Where do governments get their money? 
Who pays taxes and who enjoys tax loopholes? 

Social and cultural institutions are also important to 
get into the picture because they affect the way people 
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view their experiences. If they are not part of the 
description of participants' work and life experiences 
then they are likely to be identified when the group 
starts to consider strategy. The role of the media, 
schools, churches, social clubs, community organiza
tions and unions; and the way in which they either 
support or oppose the status quo is a critical part of the 
discussion of strategy. 

4. Global Connections 

In many of our seminars the discussion has led to an 
examination of the global as well as the local and national 
economic system. If someone in the group works for a 
company whose headquarters are located in the United 
States or Europe these connections to the global econ
omy can be drawn into the picture. Sometimes the 
group will trace a particular commodity, such as coffee 
or sugar or bauxite, back to its origins in a Third World 
country. Cheaper imports from low-wage countries may 
be identified as a cause of layoffs in Canada. Other 
issues, such as interest rates or the value of the Cana
dian dollar cannot be understood without looking at 
our trade and other foreign economic relations. 
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We have found that there is often someone present 
who has immigrated from another country or someone 
who has worked abroad. Using the experiences of these 
people or, if necessary, the knowledge of the animator/ 
recorder, a picture of the social, economic and political 
system in one or more foreign countries can be drawn 
in. 

The global picture can illustrate how multinational 
corporations operate and how they try to play workers 
in one country off against workers in another. Partici
pants often find that there are similarities between the 
structural causes of injustice in Canada and the Third 
World, even though the absolute level of poverty may 
be worse in the Third World. 

Although we may sometimes ask: "What else 
belongs in the picture?", we do not try to achieve a 
comprehensive picture before moving into an analysis 
of important themes. If an important institution has 
been left out, it can always be added later when it 
comes up in the discussion. 
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Analysis of the Picture 
1. Examining Causes of Particular Injustices 

It is important that the economic, political and social 
system not be depicted as static and unchanging. We 
try to help participants see that, on the contrary, it is 
dynamic and transformable by examining how different 
parts of the system interact with each other. One way 
this can be done is to examine the causes of particular 
injustices. A discussion of unemployment can lead to 
discussion of interest rates. This connects unemploy
ment with housing and with inflation. This connecting 
of issues points up the common interests between dif
ferent groups. For example workers may realize that 
farmers are also affected by high interest rate policies. 

2. Questions about Power 

Examining the causes of a particular social injustice 
also helps to expose who exactly is making the deci
sions that shape our society. Simple questions are asked 
to probe power relationships in society. "Who 
decides?" "Who benefits?" "Who pays?" The myth that 
"natural economic laws" determine interest rates or 
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currency exchange rates obscures the real decision
makers. Identifying who is making the decisions that 
shape our economy and society is crucial to helping 
people see that our society is a human creation that can 
be transformed, and not a system operating on its own, 
outside our control. 

3. Examining the Role of the State 
An important part of analyzing the picture is a discus
sion of the role of the state. One technique we some
times use is to tear back the paper where the govern
ment has been drawn and ask, "Who is behind the gov
ernment?" We challenge the group to explain its 
answers and give evidence to support its assertions. So 
if someone says, "Big business is behind the govern
ment," we ask for examples or ways in which business 
exerts its influence on government. We also push a 
group to distinguish between different business groups 
and to look at how the government responds and 
mediates between different business interests. We get 
the group to examine different functions of the state 
the military, the legal system, the police, the parliament 
and the bureaucracy, to see how they interact and rein
force one another. 
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An obvious question that almost always comes up is 
why we have the governments we do when we have a 
supposedly democratic electoral system. This question 
often leads to a discussion of the role of the media, the 
problems with elections and why so many people vote 
for parties and politicians that in fact do not represent 
their real interests. 

A related issue is whether involvement in electoral 
politics should be a priority for action or not. In Canada 
the New Democratic Party (a social democratic political 
party) and its shortcomings and potential usually 
comes in for heated discussion. Frequently the conclu
sion of such discussions is a recognition of the impor
tance of pursuing a non-electoral political strategy as 
well as an electoral strategy. 

4. Making Generalizations 

We believe that social analysis involves making gener
alizations. This happens almost inevitably in an Ah
hah Seminar when participants compare their own 
experience with others in the group and perceive that it 
is shared by others. Moving from an individual to a 
collective perception of society is a critical step in the 
process of enabling people to take action. The subjec
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tive - the personal experiences and views of each par
ticipant - and the objective - the collective picture of 
the world that the group creates - are in a dialectical 
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relationship. If we deal only with the subjective we deal 
with persons without considering their relationship to 
the world. But if we deal only with the objective we 
may end up talking about the world without relation to 
the person. 

5. Testing Experience 
We use published information, facts and figures to ver
ify generalizations made by the group. These facts and 
figures can serve to affirm their perceptions and initial 
conclusions. When information is used to validate their 
experiences it becomes immediately relevant. 

For example, introducing statistics on the national 
or regional levels of unemployment after someone has 
described how difficult it is to find a job, affirms the 
perception that she or he is not alone and that not find
ing a job is not a personal fault. Similarly, data on gov
ernment spending cutbacks or increases may confirm 
the suspicions already expressed by the group. If it is 
anticipated that the discussion will deal with a particu
lar theme it is a good idea for a member of the planning 
group or the animatorlrecorder to prepare some rele
vant statistical information beforehand. 
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Statistics and data used in this way can be very 
effective but should be introduced only to affirm or 
challenge the perceptions and generalizations of the 
group. We C).re careful to avoid bogging the discussion 

. down in a lot of facts and figures. The important thing 
is to develop an analytical framework that will help the 
group act. If needed, specific figures can be found later 
as part of the follow-up to the seminar. 

6. Looking at History 

Another way to show that the economic and social sys
tem is not static and unchanging is to get the group to 
reflect on how situations change over time. This can be 
done by asking how things were done in previous 
years. Another way is to ask them to recall past strug
gles which produced changes in the system. The histor
ical aspect of the picture can be recorded in a different 
colour as was done in the seminar with the Kayahna 
Tribal Council described later. 

The historical questions are asked throughout the 
seminar. We might ask about their previous work expe
riences or how many people were employed at their 
workplace in past years as compared to now. Other 
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questions we often ask are how the unemployment 
insurance system came into existence, or how a particu ~.'I 
lar organization has developed over the years. We ask ~ I'I..•'II 

the group to describe changes in the inflation rate or the 
number of people unemployed. These questions help 
the group discern emerging trends or directions in the ~ economy. Understanding how popular movements 
have succeeded in making social changes in the past is 'Ii;Iii 
a crucial part of developing effective strategies. ~ 

1 
~ ,..	 Connecting Economics to Politics. Society and
 

Culture
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We always start with a discussion of the economic 
activity of the participants because we believe that eco ·ij,1

' I'nomic factors are the primary determinants of our soci
, I 

ety. But we never let the analysis that emerges become :~ 
narrowly economistic. We do this by asking, for exam
ple, what factors beyond economic considerations, 
influence the government's policy on a particular issue. f 
We examine not only the economic but also political, 
social and cultural dimensions of such issues as the 
fight to preserve farmland. In this way we try to show 
that economic, political, social and cultural factors can

II' 
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not be understood in isolation from one another but 
that they are interdependent and affect each other. 

8. Drawing Connections Between Issues and 
Groups 

An important step that leads to a discussion of strategy 
is to identify which groups are affected by particular 
issues or government policies. If a group of farmers is 
discussing the issue of high interest rates we would 
ask, "Who else is adversely affected by high interest 
rates?" If unemployment is being discussed we would 
press the group to examine the ways in which high 
unemployment affects those who are still employed. 
This type of questioning helps the group identify 
potential allies and develop action strategies. 

Developing Action Strategies 
The whole objective of the Ah-hah Seminar is to help 
groups develop more effective strategies for action. Suf
ficient time needs to be reserved for this. It is important 
to move on to discussion of action strategies even if this 
means the stages of picture-building and analysis have 
to be cut short. 

..- -.-

The discussion of action strategies varies in the 
level of sophistication and the amount of detailed plan
ning that can take place depending on the group, 
whether it meets often or is one that came together just 
for the seminar. 

1. Identifying Long and Short-term Objectives 

The first step in figuring out possible strategies to 
adopt is to identify the group's long-term and short
term objectives. Sometimes we suggest that the partici
pants discuss this in smaller groups and then report 
back their conclusions to the whole group. 

We try to get the group itself to formulate the ques
tions such as: "What kinds of changes do we want to 
see in this picture of the economic and social system we 
have just drawn?" "How can we bring about the 
changes we desire?" "Who are our potential allies?" 

When the small groups report back, we record their 
responses in the picture. To show the objectives or 
desired changes agreed upon by the group, we like to 
use a different coloured marker. A red "X" mark cancel
ling an order for fighter aircraft and an arrow redis
tributing the money to housing or day care helps the 
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group visualize its objective. The act of drawing in the 
change shows that the world does not have to remain as 
it is now. 

We try to help the group reach a collective consen
sus about objectives, rather than a list of individual 
goals. Agreement on common objectives is crucial if the 
group is to take collective action. If consensus cannot 
be reached on long-term goals, it is important for peo
ple to be aware of this. Instead they should try to reach 
some agreement about short-term or intermediate 
objectives which could form the basis for common 
action. 

By itself, identification of long-term objectives does 
not move a group to take action. The intermediate steps 
needed to reach those goals must also be identified. 
Someone in a group might, for instance, raise a very 
general goal such as "a society where everyone is free" 
or "a socialist society." These kinds of goals, however, 
are meaningless by themselves and can discourage peo
ple simply because their achievement seems so far off. 
But the discipline of trying to draw such objectives into 
the picture usually challenges a group to be more con
crete about them. We would ask how to go about draw
ing a socialist society, for example, and push the group 
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to specify the particular changes we should make in the ! 
picture. I 

Occasionally someone suggests that we put up a 
clean sheet of paper and draw a picture of the world as \1 

we would like it to be. We always reply, "Fine, let's 
II·'discuss this suggestion." As part of the discussion we II 

offer the opinion that our starting point should be the I 

society we have now and that we have to envision the 
way in which it can be changed. Usually this opinion 
prevails. On a few occasions when we have attempted 
to draw utopia we actually drew very little and ended 
up listing abstract principles such as "equality" or 
"freedom." 

If a group identifies only long-term objectives they 
should be quizzed about the intermediate steps needed 
in order to achieve those goals. Conversely, if only 
short-term objectives are identified the group should be 
challenged to articulate what these short-term objec
tives are leading to.. 

2. Reforms that Advance or Hinder Empowerment 
The group must, at soine point, distinguish between 
those short-term measures or reforms which advance 
the struggle to achieve long-term objectives and those 
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"In the Steelworkers' seminar ... they identified the Unemployment Insurance system as an example of the latter kind of 
reform." 
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that hinder achievement by patching up the present 
system and demobilizing people's struggles. In the 
Steelworkers' seminar described later, they identified 
the unemployment insurance system as an example of 
the latter kind of reform. They decided that while it 
provides important benefits for the unemployed, it is 
also a means of social control that can prevent people 
from taking action: that it acts as a lid on social discon
tent that might otherwise mobilize people into organiz
ing a movement for change. They decided that while 
this does not mean that unemployment insurance is 
bad and should be eliminated, it does mean we need to 
be aware of the danger of those in power co-opting 
important reforms for their own ends. 

A reform that limits the power of corporations and 
increases the power or potential power of workers was 
identified at the same seminar. This was the recent 
enactment of occupational health and safety legislation 
in Ontario which gives workers the right to refuse 
unsafe work and unions more power over health and 
safety issues in the workplace. 
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3. Evaluating Past Actions 

If the group has had some successful experience of 
working together to change their situation, we invite 

,:1them to discuss this and evaluate it in the context of the 
picture they have constructed. We try to determine 
what effect those changes they made had on power rela
tions. how they related to other issues or struggles and 
what opportunities for making alliances they found. 
Sometimes we recount the experiences of other groups 
at past Ah-hah Seminars. 

4. Identifying Obstacles 

Another useful exercise is to get the group to identify 
potential obstacles to the changes they want to see and 
to discuss how to overcome them. The group could 
identify where opposition would come from, what form 
that opposition might take and what can be done to 
prepare for it. Theymay identify problems within their 
own group as an obstacle. The group should then 
analyze the nature of the problems and decide whether 
they can be resolved through education or if changes in 
the structure of the organization are needed. Groups 
frequently identify public apathy as a major obstacle. 
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Then we discuss the reason for this, usually getting into 
such topics as the media, our individualistic culture 
and the education system. Sometimes a group con
cludes that apathy results from people feeling they are 
powerless to control their own lives. We always try to 

\ get the group to identify actions that could be taken to 
\ dispel apathy or get the group to cite occasions when 
people were successfully mobilized, for instance, when 
an interesting programme succeeded in attracting a 
good attendance at a union meeting. 

5. Identifying Allies 

We always encourage a group to identify allies or 
potential allies in the struggle they are engaged in. It is 
important they examine the interests they share with 
others, as well as the possible minor differences that 
may exist between them and another group. We also 
consider how those in power have managed to keep 
popular groups divided. 

In an Ontario workshop on energy issues, partici
pants from farm, labour, native, church and environ
mentalist groups examined the apparent contradictions 
between the need for pollution controls, native land 
claims and the need for jobs. The groups concluded that 
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pollution controls were more likely to create jobs than 
destroy them. They also decided that alternative energy 
developments and conservation measures would create 
far more jobs than the energy megaprojects that 
threaten native people's rights. 

In many of our seminars with farmers we've dis
cussed at some length the interests they share with 
workers. They were able to see- that they had common 
enemies in the large corporations that control the food 
system and in the banks that are charging high interest 
rates. They could see' how those in power attempt to 
divide farmers and workers,iby. blaming workers for 
high costs of farm equipment.:and fertilizers and farm
ers for the high cost of food. Mosttimportantly, they saw 
that they had little hope of m~ktng political changes 
without the support of workers. \". 

Identifying allies is critical, <,because only when 
popular groups that share common interests support 
each other and work together t::aIl we hope to seriously 
challenge the power of those now in control. This pro
cess is, in effect, the beginning 'of a class analysis. 

Sometimes the Ah-hah Seminar can be used to bring 
together representatives from different groups to dis
cuss common interests and develop united strategies. If 
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Some details from the Nicaragua picture, referring to the CDS s (Sandinista Defence Committees) and trade relations. 
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the seminar involves only one group it may be useful, 
after identifying potential allies, to discuss the basis 
for common action. Plans can then be made for contact
ing other groups and developing working relationships 
with them. 

6. Deciding on Specific Action Plans 

Before the end of any seminar we encourage the group 
to agree on some action that can be taken immediately. 
There is a great feeling of accomplishment when a prac
tical step has been identified and agreed to by every
one. 

In the Newfoundland seminar with the Fishermen's 
Union and the Mummers Theatre Troupe the group 
planned a campaign to protest changes in Unemploy
ment Insurance rules that would adversely affect sea
sonal workers. This involved assigning responsibility 
to the different groups represented to prepare an infor
mation sheet, contact other groups, send letters to gov
ernment ministers and arrange meetings with Members 
of Parliament. A seminar with the unemployed in Sas
katchewan drew up plans for presenting a submission 
to the Regina City Council, strategized about finding a 
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place for an office and drop-in centre and discussed 
their participation in public forums on unemployment 
being organized by the Saskatchewan Federation of 
Labour. 

The Drawing Technique 
The drawing technique, unique to the Ah-hah Seminar, 
is simply a way to record and facilitate the discussion. 
The animator/recorder does not have to be a great artist. 
The most important skill is speed so that the act of 
drawing does not slow down discussion. A little prac
tice and a "vocabulary" of symbols worked out 
beforehand gives almost anyone the necessary drawing 
skills. The more simple the symbol or sketch the better 
because they can be drawn more quickly - just as long 
as the participants can recognize what each of the 
squiggles or marks represents. 

The only materials needed are a large blank wall, a 
large sheet of paper (a minimum of 1 metre by 3 metres 
and better if double that size) and coloured markers in 
at least four colours - black, blue, green and red. If large 
sheets of paper are not available use several smaller 
sheets of newsprint taped together. Even a blackboard 
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The usual positioning of different actors and economic sectors. 
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with coloured chalk can be used. Chairs are usually 
arranged in a semi-circle facing the sheet of paper on 
the wall. 

Some thought needs to be given to the position of 
different actors and economic sectors in the drawing. 
We try to get the group to suggest their proper location 
but generally we draw the participants, their work and 
communities in the lower centre of the drawing, the 
government, media and educational system at the top 
and leave room for the United States or other countries 
on either side of the drawing. Sometimes it makes more 
sense to follow a rough geographic layout. We did this 
in the case of the Kayahna seminar where the partici
pants and the northern communities they carne from 
were drawn in the upper portion and Ottawa and all the 
non-native, southern institutions were drawn in the 
lower right hand part of the paper. 

Using several colours of markers to differentiate 
between different aspects of the drawing helps to make 
it easier to read. We usually use black to draw the basic 
material aspects of the picture, blue lines and circles to 
signify ownership or control. green for flows of money 
and red to draw the changes that the group would like 

! 
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to see take place or to indicate linkages between popu
lar organizations. 

The drawing technique serves a number of impor
tant functions: 

1. It helps to organize the discussion by giving the 
group a cornman task - to create a picture of the eco
nomic and political system. The picture that the group 
creates through discussion is a tangible product of col
lecti VEl efforts. At the end of the day there is something 
to show for all the talk that went on. This is especially 
important for those participants whose work experi
ence has led them to question the value of words. The 
group often develops a stong sense of pride about the 
completed picture. Frequently at the end of a seminar, 
the group asks to keep the drawing or to have copies 
made because they identify it as their own. 

2. It helps to record the discussion. The pictures 
and symbols represent all the important points made 
during the discussion in such a way that they can be 
easily recalled. Each person's contribution is given 
value by inclusion in the drawing. The picture acts as a 
collective graphic memory for the group. As the draw
ing builds, new points are connected to earlier topics of 
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A group trying to decide how to draw a politician must first agree on the essential characteristics of the role. 



discussion. The drawing can also help to tie together 
sessions that are several days or even months apart. 

3. It can be understood by anyone. Drawings can be 
read by people who speak different languages or who 
are unable to read writing. An example of this was a 
seminar held with sugar workers from around the 
world as part of the 1977 International Sugar Workers 
Conference held in Trinidad. The working conditions 
in various countries were described in English, Spanish 
and French but the record was taken in a picture form 
that everyone could understand. The Ah-hah Seminar 
has also been used effectively with groups of immigrant 
workers in Canada from several different countries who 
spoke different languages. 

4. It uses the language and symbols of the partici
pants themselves instead of terminology foreign to 
their experience. While some of the symbols are intro
duced by the animator/recorder, we try to get the group 
to suggest their own symbols as much as possible. 
Creating symbols is an enjoyable, imaginative and 
sometimes hilarious exercise. A group trying to decide 
how to draw a boss or a politician must first agree on 
the essential characteristics of the role. 
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Important yet complex concepts such as surplus 
value, balance of trade or vertical integration can be 
demonstrated without using the language that would 
turn many people off. A graphic presentation makes key 
concepts visual and concrete rather than verbal and 
abstract. 

One intriguing question that inevitably arises is 
whether to differentiate between women and men in 
the drawing. We have no standard way of drawing male 
and female characters beyond avoiding sexist symbols. 
We usually ask the group what to draw. Occasionally 
someone says it is not necessary to distinguish between 
the sexes because "we are all workers." Then later an 
issue may arise that makes it necessary to make this 
distinction - for example, the issue of equal pay for 
work of equal value. 

5. It helps the participants to objectify their own 
experience. Through the drawing, the participants are 
"naming" their world, which is the first step towards 
controlling it. Being able to objectify personal experi
ence and recognizing that it is shared by others is an 
important starting place for discussion of changing cir
cumstances through collective action. 
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6. The drawing can be done in "layers" using differ

ent colours, to represent the past, present and future. In
 
the case of the seminar with the Kayahna Tribal Council
 

li! described later, the group first drew in purple a repre

i,t;' 

~j sentation of what their lives were like before the com
"If

i' ing of the Europeans, They then drew over in black the 
I, changes wrought by colonization. Finally, the group 

drew in the changes they wanted to make in a bold red
I~i 

colour. By adding changes the group began the process'f: 
of collective action to make thosechanges. Visualizing 

f the possibility of an alternative society became an 
!; incentive for change. 

1:\ 
7. It is also valuable for helping a group to identify 

I
J'

potential allies. Other social groups are depicted in the ""f,! 
r drawing so that the group can see clearly who else is in 

. ~: a similar position to them within the system.~ :,:
 
,J}i
 

Ilii 
'Wi 8. It helps participants piece together the fragmentsI: 

they already know into an integrated picture of the eco
nomic and social system. It forces a group to think in 
structural terms as they are challenged to connect each 
piece to the whole. As Freire has observed, people lack

I ing a critical understanding of the system do perceive 
P 
~I 

\ 
iiI

Popular educators and development workers from the 
Caribbean at a workshop organized by CUSO in St. Lucia in 
1982. 

the fragments although they don't yet understand them 
as interacting and constituent parts of the whole. 

9. It helps participants think in visual rather than 
verbal forms. In this way the conceptual and creative 
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l 
side of the brain is exercised as well as the linear and 
logical side. It is crucial to take this creative and imagi
native approach to the problems of our society if we are 
to move beyond the inhibiting "logic" demanded by 
those in power. 

Often a group realizes the full significance of the 
drawing process only at the end of the seminar or even 
days later. The process of drawing itself shapes the way 
people think about the world, for instance, by forcing 
the group to think in structural terms. Because the dis
cussion may never have articulated this it is often only 
during the evaluation at the end of the seminar that 
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people realize exactly what has taken place that has 
changed their way of thinking. 

Sometimes participants get frustrated during the 
early stages of the seminar, claiming the information 
being shared is stuff they already know and that there 
are no "Ah-hahs" for them. But by the end of the semi
nar they usually realize that though they may not have 
learned much new information they are thinking in a 
new and different way. The Ah-hah Seminar and the 
drawing method has arranged the information they 
already know in a way that it all starts to make sense. 
This is the real "Ah-hah" of the Ah-hah Seminar. 

iii 
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Chapter Two 

Three 
Examples 

T here is no such thing as a typical Ah-hah Seminar. 
Each seminar, because it is based on the experience 
and interests' of the participants involved, is 

unique. A seminar with a farmers' group might start by 
drawing a picture of the land and then move to a dis
cussion of the various materials needed to grow a crop. 
In this way the group draws links with the broader 
political economy. 

A memorable seminar with the Working Women's 
Alliance in London, Ontario, started by drawing the 
doughnut shop where one of the women worked. 
Before long we had drawn linkages to Columbia and 
Peru where the coffee and sugar came from, as well as 
to the Canadian farmers who grew the wheat for the 
doughnuts. Then we listened to her talk about her expe
riences in the shop and pooled the knowledge of others 
in the group about the owners of the shop. At the end 
we had drawn a comprehensive picture of the city's 
ruling establishments and trade union movement and 
their connections to the world economy. 

Because every seminar is so different it is difficult to 
describe the methodology we use. The content and con
clusions of a discussion can be recorded easily enough. 
But it is difficult to convey the interaction between 

49 
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membersof the group and the way the drawing process 
helps to focus the discussion. To show the variety, 
we've chosen to tell the story of three seminars with 
three different groups. The first seminar was conducted 
with a group of Latin American immigrant workers in 
Toronto. This group did not meet our usual require
ment of being an ongoing group c(jmmitted to action 
and so was unable to deal adequately with strategies for 
change. But we are including it because the discussion 
was recorded and written up in a form that illustrates 
the interaction that takes place between participants. 

The second seminar involved a group of unionized 
workers. members of the United Steelworkers of 
America from the Toronto area. The third was held with 
a group of young native people of the Kayahna Tribal 
Council in northwest Ontario. 

Latin American Immigrant Workers 
Seminar 
We're including the transcript of this seminar, held at 
the Centre for Spanish Speaking Peoples in Toronto, 
because we think it demonstrates the flexibility of the 
"Ah-hah" methodology in adapting to different situa

tions and cultural experiences. The seminar took place 
in two parts, starting on the evening of January 19 and 
continuing on February 2, 1978. The drawing, shown 
on page 52, was substantially completed the first eve
ning . We are summarizing the discussion of the second 
night. The second evening new participants came who 
had not been part of the first session. In fact, some peo
ple who came to the second night thought they were 
coming for an English class, but soon found themselves 
involved ina lively discussion in Spanish about their 
experience as immigrant workers in Canada. 

Those who came only to the second night's session 
found the drawing up on the wall and the other workers 
present explained to them what had happened during 
the first session. While there was confusion about the 
objectives on the part of some of the participants and 
difficulty in planning follow-up because of the nature 
of the group, we have included this seminar because it 
is one of the best transcript-like records of a seminar we 
have. We think it illustrates quite well the dynamic 
interaction that takes place in a Ah-hah Seminar. 

The session began with each person introducing 
themselves to the group. What follows is an account of 
the discussion as it was recorded at the time. 

._-~~~ ·_~:r~~!Y'''i''~_~ 
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John (the animator) suggests that the people who 
were present at the first session locate themselves in the 
drawing and explain it to the newcomers. 

Jean. a teacher of English as a second language, is 
located in the drawing as teaching on a "Canada 
Works" project. Because of the intermittent nature of 
government funding for this kind of project, the words 
"a veces," meaning "sometimes," are added to "Canada 
Works." Jean locates Jose, who is absent, but was at the 
first session. Jose works at Levy Auto Parts, an arms 
factory that exports weapons to many countries, includ
ing Italy. Brazil, the USA and Chile. A link is made with 
Mario, who had to leave Chile because of the military 
coup d'etat. Mario is in the line-up of the unemployed 
outside the Manpower office at 200 Dundas Street. 
Leonor is shown in the picture as having worked for a 
time as a cleaner at a funeral home (funeraria). 

Arcida has come to the seminar for the first time. 
She does not wait for everyone else to be located in the 
drawing. She wants to know why she was fired from 
her job at a textile factory. National Knitting Mills, at 
Dupont and Lansdowne Streets. John draws National 
Knitting Mills into the picture with a sad Arcida stand
ing outside. 

==r 
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Sidney thinks that there is a union at that factory. 
Arcida knows nothing about a union. It was the first 
time she had worked in a factory. She asked her fellow 
workers what to do but nobody could help her. She was 
the only one who was laid off. There are more than five 
hundred workers in the factory. In the days following 
her layoff, Arcida saw advertisements in the news
papers seeking workers for National Knitting. 

Miguel talks about a similar experience with his 
first job in Canada. He worked in a small machine shop 
for a month and a half. Some weeks he received pay in 
cash, around $75 a week. Most of the time he received 
cheques that did not have sufficient funds. He is still 
trying to cash the cheques. He found a job in a bigger 
workshop and did not receive unemployment insur
ance while he was unemployed and looking for work. 

Sidney says that she is organizing a union among 
cleaning ladies in a big building. The company is 
reducing personnel in .order to keep profits as high as 
possible. Before there were two cleaning ladies for each 
floor, now just one has to clean the whole floor. 

Arcida said that the cutbacks described by Sidney 
were not true in her case because the factory is con
stantly hiring more people; she has seen ads in the 
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The drawing produced at the Latin American Immigrant Workers' Seminar. 
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newspaper. Someone suggests that perhaps the factory 
had to give more benefits or raise the salaries of senior 
workers. Arcida says that there were no benefits at all 
and she had had the same salary for a long time. 

Someone else asks what were Arcida's relationships 
with her co-workers like? She answers that it was diffi
cult to talk; there was too much noise. 

Arcida went to Manpower (a government agency) to 
find help to be reinstated in her job. She didn't want 
unemployment benefits; she wanted her job. Manpower 
didn't help. She was told that nothing could be done 
because she could have been laid off for any reason, 
even that they didn't like her face. She found another 
job in a parka factory and did not receive unemploy
ment insurance between jobs. 

The group discusses the role of Manpower and 
where to make complaints. 

Amada said that her husband works as a window 
cleaner cleaning new buildings. 

Olivia worked at the Park Plaza hotel for nine 
months. She was laid off for two weeks. Then she went 
to ask if there was going to be more work. She was laid 
off because the hotel was not busy and she was told that 

; 
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she would be given work when the hotel became busy Iii'Ii! 
I',.,again. 

There is a union for workers at the Park Plaza hotel. 
She asked a Canadian fellow worker how to join the 
union and then joined. She was told that you should 
always demand your rights and benefits. She suggests rthat Aurora tell about a positive experience she had 
with the union. Aurora has been working for eight 
months at the Plaza II hotel. The hotel hired a new 
supervisor and under her the job became tougher. There 
was more pressure and demands were imposed on the 
workers. The workers got together and decided to have 
a meeting with the union representative. After the 
meeting everything changed and the working condi
tions improved. 

Fernando works for Royal Industries making parts 
for brakes. There are 280 Latin American and 300 ita
lian workers and there are problems between the two 
ethnic groups. There is favouritism for the Italians. The 
Latin Americans are not united; they are only interested 
in the production bonus. All the supervisors are ita
lians. There are thirty-eight terminally-ill workers with 
diseases caused by the asbestos which is used in the 
factory. The union at Royal Industries defends the 
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workers only up to a certain point. Recently a collective 
agreement for two years was negotiated. They received 
only a twelve cent raise over two years. Most of the 
workers didn't go to the meeting. There is a lot of talk 
but when it comes to a meeting they don't show up. 

John asks about the participation in unions at other 
places. 

Aurora says that workers at Plaza II do go to union 
meetings but she doesn't go because she doesn't under
stand English. 

Fernando says that at Royal Industries they have a 
dental plan and after three months their OHIP (Ontario 
Health Insurance Plan) is paid. They are fighting for 
monetary compensation for asbestos related illnesses. 

Jean says that her husband works as an auto electri
cian. He works with acids. She is afraid because he has 
to work with chemicals at high temperatures. There are 
no laws that regulate this kind of work. The effects are 
still unknown. She thinks that the workers are being 
used as guinea pigs. Sidney talks about a person she 
knows who works with arsenic. 

Jean used to work for a private school. The teachers 
didn't belong to the Teachers Federation. When she 
started she was promised a $500 raise in the second 

'. . J,.Ut,.KL.,~ .. JJA;:KJ" .A 

year. The school didn't carry out the promise. The 
teachers discovered many irregularities and they 
decided to get together and to complain as a group. 
They succeeded. This was the first time that they 
trusted each other. Before they had always tried to solve 
their problems indi vidually. The owners of the school 
encouraged individualism by encouraging teachers not 
to tell what they were paid. 

John tries to relate Jean's experience of workers co
operating to achieve their goal (symbolized by a draw
ing of the workers holding hands in a circle) to Arcida's 
experience. He tries to pull out what prevented the 
National Knitting workers from becoming united with 
Arcida. 

Arcida doesn't understand at first. Then she says 
that there was no unity. She just cannot understand the 
reason for her discharge. One day she was con
gratulated by a foreman and the next day that foreman 
was fired. Another foreman was hired and then the 
problems started. He made the workers produce double 
the amount. 

Jean said they want more and more profits. 
John asks "Do you know the profits of the com

panies you work for?" 

-11.. 
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Miguel makes alternators. Each alternator is sold for 
$40. He makes sixteen a day. He is paid $3.00 an hour. 
A quick calculation of the surplus extracted by the com
pany from Miguel's labour (allowing for the costs of 
inputs and overhead expenses) is made on the side of 
the drawing. 

Fredy says that the problem lies with the capitalist 
system. "If I have a company and if today my profits are 
$50, tomorrow I will want $100." 

There are seventy workers at Modern Windows. 
They produce five hundred windows a day. Each one 
costs $100 or $200 or more. They have a union. If the 
workers get a twenty cent raise they know they then 
have to produce more windows. Fredy tells of the expe
rience of a friend at Modern Windows who was also 
fired without any explanation. He went to Manpower 
where he was told that perhaps they didn't like his face. 
Fredy himself is laid off along with fifty other workers. 
He expects to be called back in two months. In the 
meantime he is receiving unemployment insurance 
benefits. 

Sidney points out how convenient it is for the com
panies to have workers on unemployment insurance 

j 
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when they are not needed. The companies and the gov
ernment work together. 

Fernando asks how come there is so much unem
ployment and at the same time workers in his factory 
have to work on Saturday and now on Sunday too. 

Fernando doesn't agree with Fredy about workers 
having to produce more every time they get a raise. 
"That's no good; that cannot be because the company 
keeps the profit anyway because of inflation." Fredy 
replies that if the workers want benefits they have to be 
good workers. Vagrants won't get anything. 

Olivia doesn't agree with Fredy either. She makes a 
comparison with the hotel. "I make fifteen rooms a day, 
including the bigger suites. When they raised my wages 
I went on making the same number of rooms because 
that is what I can do in a day. I would agree if they pay 
by rooms. In that case I would try to do as many rooms 
as possible." 

Leonor takes exception to calling workers vagrants, 
and asks "How much do they rent the rooms for?" 
Olivia said that the Park Plaza is not a very modern 
hotel. The cheapest room is $40 a night. Then you have 
rooms for $56, $80, and $100. 

Aurora said that the Plaza II is more modern. There 

. ~ 
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"The [Steelworkers' Seminar] drawing started with each participant describing his or her work." 
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are rooms for $300 and $500 a night. 
"Five hundred dollars a night!" "Yes and I have to 

clean one of them every day." 
Olivia comments, "And the workers there (at the 

Plaza II) earn less than us." 
Sidney points out that the same union had 

organized both hotels. 
Arcida says that at National Knitting some workers 

earned $3.15 an hour and others $3.00 an hour for the 
same work. 

Amada used to work in a carpet factory where some 
workers got paid for statutory holidays and some did 
not. 

At this point time ran out and people started to go 
home. Among those who were left there was general 
interest in the theme of trade unions and an interest in 
knowing more about trade unions in Canada. After the 
seminar John realized why many participants used the 
English word "union" instead of the Spanish "sin
dicato" when talking in Spanish about unions in Can
ada - their experience of unions in Canada was so 
different from their experience of unions in their home 
countries that they could not identify them by the same 
name. 

1
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Unfortunately it was not possible to reconvene the 
same group of people for another session. Had that been 
possible then we could have focused more systemati
cally on the theme of trade unions and explored what 
possibilities workers have in Canada for defending 
their rights through trade unions. Although this semi
nar had very good content in the experiences of the 
workers, the failure to move beyond education to 
organization and action showed us that seminars in 
themselves are not enough. Ongoing organizations and 
action strategies are essential if education is to make a 
contribution to social change. 

TORONTO AREA 
STEELWORKERS SEMINAR 
This workshop was held in June 1980 with leaders of 
the United Steelworkers of America from the Toronto 
area. The forty-five local union presidents and execu
tive officers divided into two groups and each spent 
two days in the Ah-hah Seminar as part of five-day 
union education programme. 

.J 
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Preparation 
Before the workshop we met several times with the 
union education staff to discuss the objectives of the 
seminar and to learn something of the background and 
experience of the participants. In the past union educa
tion programmes had focused on practical issues, such 
as grievance procedures, health and safety and collec
tive bargaining strategies. Now the objective was to get 
the membership of the union to think about broader 
political and economic issues and to see their local 
union struggles in this broader context. The staff 
wanted the membership to become more active in polit
ical and social issues beyond local collective bargain
ing or grievance issues. 

In these initial planning meetings we were told the 
type of work the participants did, the industries that 
would be represented, the other union education expe
riences they had had, their political involvements, their 
cultural backgrounds, the proportion of men and 
women and the issues that were of particular interest to 
them. Some of the participants had been involved in 
political campaigns, demonstrations and other actions 
on issues sU1::h as health care and wage controls, but for 
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many the concept of political involvement would be il, 

new. Ii 
We also learned what the union's political priorities II 

were and the kind of political involvement the union 
staff wanted. to encourage. The most important issues 
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for them were cutbacks in the government health care 
system, negotiation of paid educational leave provi
sions in collective agreements, support for the New 
Democratic Party, occupational health and safety and 
unemployment. 

As well as meetings with the union staff, we did 
some background reading on the union, its policies on 
various issues and the industries and companies "'Yhere 
the participants worked. All this information was cru
cial for preparing ourselves to be discussion leaders. It 
helped us think about the issues that were likely to be 
of most interest to the group. 

Beginning with Introductions 
We began the Ah-hah Seminar by going around the 
room introducing ourselves. Then the animator/ 
recorder talked for a few minutes about the method of 
the Ah-hah Seminar and proposed a rough agenda and 
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timetable. He introduced the Seminar by saying, "In the 
first part of the seminar we're proposing we discuss the 
global economic system. We'll be using this large sheet 
of paper to draw a picture in cartoons and symbols of 
that system as a record of our discussion. We'll start 
with the workplaces of the people here in this group 
and work out from there. 

"In the second part of the seminar we're proposing 
that we discuss what kind of changes are needed and 
spend some time discussing strategies and ways to 
bring about the changes we want. I think it's fair to 
assume that as unionists you're not happy with the way 
things are and you all desire changes in the present 
economic system. But there is probably some difference 
of opinion about what the changes should be and the 
ways to bring them about. 

"The assumption behind the Ah-hah Seminar 
approach is that everyone who lives and works has a 
pretty good idea of how at least part of the economic 
system works and if we put our knowledge together we 
can come up with a pretty good picture of the whole 
system. My role as discussion leader will be to get the 
discussion going by asking questions and by drawing a 
picture of our discussion on this paper. But once we get 
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going I want everyone to feel free to ask questions of 
each other. I am not an expert. The content of the semi
nar is the participants' life and work experience, so the 
answers, if there are any, will have to come from you 
too. This does not mean I am a neutral facilitator. I have 
my views and biases and I will participate and share my 
knowledge and experience too. The questions I ask 
reflect my biases - I won't try to hide that - but I will 
try and follow the democratic will of the group and 
won't try to control what happens." 

This was followed by a brief discussion of some of 
these points and then the group made decisions about 
time schedules and the agenda. 

Putting the Participants' Workplace 
into the Picture 
The drawing started with each participant describing 
his or her work. We recorded the details of the company 
he or she worked for, its owners, the working condi
tions, the wages, the products made, the number of 
workers employed and whether there had been recent 
strikes or layoffs. The animator/recorder initiated the 
questioning but the participants soon took over and 
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..... new machinery increased the output .... A third of the 
work force was let go as a result. 
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began asking questions of each other, comparing 
details of their contracts with such comments as "Don't 
you have a dental plan yet?" 

Some of the participants worked in plants making 
mufflers and other auto parts, others worked in small 
steel and aluminum fabricating plants, while others 
made washing machines and dryers. It turned out that 
the majority worked for foreign-owned companies that 
have operations in many countries around the world. 
We drew in some of the head offices in the United 
States and Europe, and in blue the lines of control to the 
Canadian subsidiary. We also drew in some of their 
operations in other countries: Jamaica, South Africa, 
Indonesia, to name a few, and again blue lines to con
nect them. 

A few of the factories were Canadian-owned. Some 
by Canadian multinationals and some by individuals or 
families. We drew in the head offices of the large Cana
dian corporations in the bank towers on Bay Street (the 
financial district of Toronto) showing the board rooms 
with the directors sitting around the table. We drew in 
the individual and family owners with some of their 
distinguishing features such as a cigar, a big car, a big 
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house with a swimming pool, or a condominium in 
Florida. 

We talked about the other companies that shared the 
same directors, and the operations of the company both 
in Canada and in other countries. The resulting picture 
of the connections of the corporate elite provoked the 
obvious question: "What are the links between the 
workers in these operations?" The group decided to 
deal with this question at a later stage, and to talk more 
at this point about their own work. 

We found a wide range in wages, from $4.50 to 
$11.00 an hour, with most of the group earning be
tween $7.00 and $8.00 an hour. Predictably, the jobs 
done largely by women were paid less, even though 
there was often little difference in the skills or effort 
required. We discussed the need for better legislation to 
protect women workers and identified some of the 
efforts the union could make to help. 

Several examples of unsafe working conditions 
were brought up. In some cases, the union had been 
able to change the conditions and improve the accident 
record. We found that the management was quite co
operative in some instances, and in others, quite unco
operative and unconcerned about the health and safety 
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of the workers. Someone pointed out that it was in the 
company's own interests to reduce the accident record 
as it would save them money on workers' compensation 
dues. 

Another person who worked in a muffler plant told 
how the introduction of new machinery increased the 
output of mufflers from three hundred and fifty to six 
hundred a day. A third of the work force was let go as a 
result. Wages went up during this period by about fifty 
percent but the percentage increase in productivity was 
much higher. 

Drawing in the Links 
After we had sketched the participants and their work
places we drew in the links to government, to the media 
and the banks. We talked about how governments get 
their money by taxing people at a proportionately 
higher rate than corporations, and on what this money 
is spent. Someone pointed out that the government was 
cutting back on social spending at the same time it was 
increasing defence budgets and making generous 
grants to corporations. As examples of this the group 
suggested drawing in the military's new fighter planes, 
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grants to the Michelin Tire company and cutbacks in 
health care budgets. 

The Michelin example was discussed in some 
detail, because it had been a focus for action in the 
labour movement. Several participants were familiar 
with the amounts of the grants from the federal and 
provincial governments that Michelin got and the share 
that it put in itself. The Michelin bill, passed by the 
Nova Scotia government specifically to prevent the 
unionization of Michelin plants in the province, was 
cited as an example of how far some governments are 
willing to go in order to attract investment: as far as 
denying workers their basic rights. Someone pointed 
out that while two hundred jobs would be created by 
Michelin's new Nova Scotian plant, six hundred were 
being lost at the Firestone tire plant in Ontario. 

The Michelin bill sparked discussion of the laws 
affecting labour at both the federal and provincial 
levels. The group felt strongly that the laws regulating 
union organizing were intended to make organizing 
difficult and don't provide adequate protection against 
intimidation of workers, firings of leaders or bad-faith 
bargaining. Laws dealing with health and safety and 
specifically Bill 70, the recently-enacted Ontario health 
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and safety law, were discussed in some detail. 
They all agreed that while there were some signifi

cant improvements won by workers in Bill 70, on the 
whole it was inadequate and poorly enforced. They 
believed that as long as workers had a strong union, 
with an active health and safety committee, they might 
be able to benefit from the new law. They argued that in 
the vast majority of workplaces where there are neither 
unions nor a strong health and safety committee, the 
law was of dubious benefit. 

They criticized the attitude of the government, 
which places the responsibility for health and safety on 
the individual and often blames accidents on the work
ers rather than the company. The group felt that the 
penalties companies faced if convicted of unsafe prac
tices were far too weak as well. One worker explained 
that the company he worked for did major clean-ups 
just before government inspectors carne, only to revert 
to the usual unsafe conditions soon afterwards. 

We then went on to discuss the role of the police 
and the legal system. Several in the group had been on 
the picket line at the Radio Shack strike in Barrie, 
Ontario in the fall and winter of 1979-80. They 
described how they had been harassed by the police 
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who had often instigated violence on the picket line. 
They were well aware of how the police were used to 
protect the company against the union. In this case the 
company was later found guilty of a number of illegal 
actions. It was ordered to reinstate fired workers and 
pay the union for the costs it incurred during the strike. 
As a result, many in the group felt that though imper
fect, the legal system can provide some protection for 
workers' rights. 

The animator, to further the discussion on the state, 
tore back the paper where the government had been 
drawn and asked, "Who is behind the government?" 
When a number of participants replied "the big com
panies," or "the owners," the group was challenged to 
give evidence of this. Corporate contributions to the 
campaign funds of the two major political parties were 
identified as one way business influences governments. 
The evasion of pollution controls by Inco in Ontario 
was given as an example of the way large corporations 
get what they want from governments. Someone 
chipped in, "The biggest polluters are the biggest con
tributors. " 

The switching of people back and forth between cor
porate boardrooms and top government posts was cited 

il 
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as another important factor and several names were 
mentioned as examples of this. The group identified 
another lever used by corporations to influence govern
ments - the threat of laying off Canadian workers and 
moving their investment to other countries. One person 
remarked "Companies can go on strike too." 

At this point in the discussion the animator asked, 
"Why do we have the kind of governments we do?" A 
number of comments were made to the effect that work
ing people often didn't know what was in their best 
interests and ended up voting for parties that represent 
the interests of big business. The media were seen as a 
major cause of this lack of awareness among working 
people. We then went into detail on how news does or 
does not get reported. Someone gave the example of 
newspapers when reporting on contract negotiations 
always saying "the union demanded fifteen percent, 
the company offered seven percent." They never say the 
workers offered to work for $8.00 an hour, the company 
demanded they work for $6.00. Union demands are 
often misrepresented as when a twenty-five percent 
increase over a two-year contract is reported as if it 
were being implemented over only one year. 

Someone suggested we should draw in lines con-
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necting the ownership of the media with the ownership 
of other companies in the drawing. So these were 
drawn in prompting comments on the concentration of 
ownership in the media. The influence of the advertis
ing dollar over the media, and the message of consum
erism that is constantly pushed in advertisements were 
seen as having the effect of pacifying people. The politi
cal advertisements that energy companies were spon
soring at the time carne up as part of this discussion. 

This led to a debate of how people form their points 
of view. Someone asked "What about the schools?" and 
got us into a discussion of the educational system and 
how it reinforces the dominant ideology. One specific 
criticism made was the exclusion of a labour perspec
tive from Canadian history as it is currently taught, and 
we talked about what the labour movement could do to 
change this. One person suggested that some teachers 
are open to bringing in such a perspective and the 
unions should do more to get a labour curriculum and 
resource materials into the schools. Several examples 
were given of successful attempts to do this. 

Another participant pointed out that it wasn't just 
the content of what is taught that is the problem. 
Schools also teach people to take orders and not to 
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think for themselves. The group discussed the efforts of 
teachers to unionize and go out on strike. They won
dered whether this might make them more sympathetic 
to the cause of labour. There was some disagreement 
about whether it was worthwhile for the labour move
ment to try to establish closer links with teachers' feder
ations. Another said union members should think seri
ously about running for their local school board. 

People continued to talk during coffee breaks and 
lunch breaks informally in small groups. After these 
breaks often there were ideas for additions to the pic
ture or objections to the conclusions we'd come to in 
earlier discussions. 

After one break, the animator asked the group to 
take a look at what we had drawn so far to see if there 
were any important pieces missing. Someone said, 
"What about the church?" The animator replied, 
"Where should I put it; up at the top alongside the 
media, schools and government, or down below with 
the workers in the factory?" This provoked a heated 
discussion with a number of participants asserting that 
the church plays a similar role to the media and schools 
in reinforcing the status quo. A few maintained that 
this was not always the case. One person said that he 
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had had his eyes opened to some of the activities of 
multinational corporations in the Third World by a mis
sionary working in Brazil. Finally the group decided to 
put a cathedral up alongside the media and the schools, 
but to put a small local church down with the workers 
in the factories. 

The banks were added during a discussion of inter
locking directorships, high interest rates and the hous
ing crisis. The group discussed the fact that loans are 
given on a preferential basis to multinationals. They 
concluded that it was more difficult for small business 
and farmers to get loans and that interest rates tend to 
be higher the poorer you are. Other corporations such 
as the energy companies, the supermarket store chains, 
the forestry and mining industries were eventually put 
into the picture too. 

After putting the basic pieces of the economic sys
tem into the drawing on the first day, we talked about 
some of the issues facing working people. The group 
was asked to identify the issues most important to 
them. Foreign ownership, unemployment and dwin
dling numbers of jobs, rising prices and inflation, run
away shops (or the flight of capital to greener pastures 
elsewhere) were some of the issues they named. Others 
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were health and safety, cutbacks in government spend
ing, Canada's trade situation, education, energy and 
taxes. All these were listed in a corner of the picture.

I 

The animator then suggested, "Let's take a few of these 
issues and work them through this picture to see how it 
works: what are their causes, what are the effects on 
working people and what are some possible solutions?" 

We discussed foreign ownership first. Someone 
pointed out that foreign investment is claimed by the 
government, the companies and the media to be good 
for the country - creating jobs and bringing in outside 
money and asked if this really was the case. Someone 
else explained that foreign companies often simply buy 
out existing companies and don't actually create any 
new jobs - in fact they often layoff workers because 
their main interest is in buying out their competitors. 
Another person added that foreign investment does not 
necessarily bring new money into the country because 
the big multinationals use the profits from their opera
tions in Canada to fund new investments. They also 
borrow money from Canadian banks and get large 
grants and tax incentives from both the federal and pro
vincial governments. While some foreign investment 
may create jobs or help our balance of payments in the 
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short run, in the long run it almost al ways means more 
money going out in interest and dividend payments. 
"No one's going to put money in unless they are pretty 
sure that they are going to get more money out than 
they first put in." 

Several in the group asked the animator for more 
details on Canada's balance of payments. He explained 
that Canada now has a current account deficit (more 
money is going out of the country than is coming in on 
goods and service transactions) even though we have 
run a positive balance in most years on our merchan
dise trade. This is because a great deal of money is 
going out of the country in the form of dividends or 
profits to foreign owners and in interest on foreign 
loans. He pointed to another factor in the increase in 
investment abroad by Canadian multinationals. 

We talked for some time about why Canadian com
panies are investing in such countries as South Korea, 
the Philippines, Guatemala, Chile and the southern 
United States. Most felt the main reason is because 
wages are lower there. "Why?" "Because the workers 
aren't unionized." "And why aren't they?" "Because of 
repression." One person said, "Draw a policeman with 
a big club." Someone else interjected "No! A machine 
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gun." Still another added, "In many of these countries 
they have military dictatorships, so draw a tank beside 
the government building." 

We the.n got into a discussion on how economic fac
tors influence the violation of human rights. Several 
people pointed out that Canadian companies were 
investing in countries where basic human as well as 
labour rights are denied so that they may make bigger 
profits. Picking up the earlier question of what links 
exist between workers around the world, the group 
concluded that the Canadian labour movement should 
do more to support struggles for basic rights in other 
countries. They felt this should be done for humanita
rian reasons, and also because it is in the interests of 
Canadian workers to lessen the attraction of these 
countries for Canadian investors. 

The group also identified other factors enticing run
away shops and the flight of capital. They named 
generous government grants and tax incentives, lack of 
pollution controls or health and safety regulations in 
other countries. But they agreed that wages and the 
suppression of labour unions were probably the most 
important factors. Someone pointed out how countries, 
or even provinces, compete with each other in the 
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incentives they offer to business or in how low they can 
keep down their workers' wages. They fall over each 
other in the scramble to attract foreign investment and, 
in the process, sell out any benefits that might have 
been gained by their workers. The group pointed to the 
lures offered to Michelin by the Nova Scotian govern
ment as an example of how Canada is caught up in this 
game. 

We moved on to talk about how the Canadian gov
ernment was dealing with the crisis in the balance of 
payments. The participants scrutinized current policy 
and identified a long list of steps the government has 
taken that, while alleviating fiscal problems for corpo
rations, bring hardship to working people and cause 
even greater economic problems in the future. 'These 
included policies such as the export of non-renewable 
resources (especially natural gas), increased incentives 
to foreign investors and devaluation of the dollar (to 
encourage exports and increase the cost of imports). 
They named other actions the government has taken 
which lead to the same difficulties: borrowing at an 
increased rate from foreign banks (to tide us over but 
meaning even greater interest payments going out of 
the country in the future) and wage controls to keep 
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wages low (this attracts foreign investment and makes 
the prices of exports more competitive). 

The animator reinforced the group's conclusion on 
the effect of such policies by citing examples of those 
Third World countries such as Jamaica and South Korea 
which are being forced by the International Monetary 
Fund (IMF) to adopt similar policies as a condition for 
getting balance of payments loans. Although Canada 
hasn't had to go to the IMF for such a loan yet, our 
government is already following their harsh prescrip
tion for dealing with balance of payments and other 
economic problems. 

We decided to look at the unemployment issue next. 
Several reasons for high unemployment which had 
already been discussed were circled with a coloured 
marker: the runaway shops or movements of capital to 
low-wage and repressive countries, monopolization in 
many sectors through mergers and takeovers. the intro
duction of new technology and cutbacks in government 
spending on social services. To these we added compe
tition from imports (especially in the automotive and 
electric appliance sector) and the general economic 
crisis, which has caused markets for our products to 
shrink both here in Canada and in other countries. 

...~ 
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We also discussed the experience of being unem
ployed, the role of the Unemployment Insurance Com
mission (UlC) and the way official figures mislead us on 
the real rate of unemployment. We debunked some of 
the myths put forward for the causes of unemployment 
and analyzed how high unemployment and lack of job . 
security affect collective bargaining. 

At the end of the discussion, the group looked at 
most of the issues it had identified as concerns and 
reviewed the earlier discussion by circling the pictures 
or symbols used to record them. This helped everyone 
see the connections between these issues. By now it 
was clear to all how the present economic system works 
to the benefit of a few at the expense of working people. 

Discussing Changes 
At this point the group divided into smaller groups to 
talk about what alternatives there are to the present 
system and to specify the changes we should be 
fighting for. The small groups were also asked to strate
gize how to bring about these desired changes. 

A major concern they all felt was the need to nation
alize, or bring under some form of public control, the 
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major corporations that currently wield such enormous 
power. The group saw Inco and the banks as prime 
targets for nationalization. Another economic change 
they wanted was the imposition of exchange controls 
over money leaving Canada. They identified an urgent 
need to develop an industrial strategy to produce in 
Canada many of the manufactured goods we now 
import. The group felt these changes would address the 
balance of payments and unemployment crises most 
effectively. 

The group insisted that stronger and more effective 
legislation was needed both to protect the rights of 
workers to organize, and to protect their health and 
safety on the job. They all agreed on the need to change 
school curricula to include the history of labour in Can
-ada. Their final item in this list of changes was the need 
for a labour-oriented government. All these changes 
were recorded on the drawing using a red marker to 
circle or draw appropriate symbols over things already 
pictured. 

The group agreed that education was the key to 
bringing these changes about. We spent a lot of time 
discussing how political education could be done more 
effectively with the membership of the union. They all 
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agreed that it was important to strengthen links with 
unions and popular groups both in Canada and in other 
countries. They felt that unions should take a more 
active role in fighting for social changes that would 
benefit all working people, not only their own mem
bers. One idea suggested was that the labour movement 
buy several television or radio stations and use them to 
present an alternative view on political and economic 
issues. 

Working for a change in government through the 
electoral process was seen as important, but the group 
realized the danger of relying on this to the exclusion of 
other political strategies. The New Democratic Party 
was hotly debated. They generally agreed that even if 
an NDP government came to power it would have to be 
constantly pressured by labour to prevent it from giving 
in to corporate pressures. The group supported the strat
egy of direct actions by union members, such as the 
Labour Day of Protest rally against wage controls or the 
mass lobby against health care cutbacks, because they 
put pressure on governments and generate media atten
tion at the same time as they involve and educate the 
membership. 

This discussion of needed changes led into a debate 
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over strategy. The group spent some time distinguish
ing between those changes or reforms that have given 
more power to working people such as Bill 70, 
Ontario's health and safety law, and reforms that have 
resulted in more power for governments and corpora
tions. We talked about the ambivalent role of the unem
ployment insurance system. The group decided that 
while UIC was instituted as a result of struggles of 
working people and while it has alleviated the financial 
hardship of unemployment for many people, it has also 
served to dampen social discontent. They agreed that 
the availability of unemployment insurance has made it 
easier for companies to layoff workers when it suits 
them. The power the government has to deny benefits 
or change the rules was seen as undermining workers' 
security. 

The workers' compensation scheme and the welfare 
system came in for heavy criticism for being tools of 
social control in the hands of the government - for 
acting as a lid on pressure-cooker situations. The group 
agreed that while it is necessary to work for reforms. 
because the more basic changes we want won't happen 
overnight. it is important to distinguish between 
reforms that provide a sure basis to fight for more pro-
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found changes, and reforms that are ultimately coun
terproductive because they grant even more power to 
governments at the expense of workers. 

We concluded by specifying the measures that par
ticipants could act on immediately following the semi
nar. A major topic was how membership education 
might be done more effectively in union locals. Several 
people made suggestions to encourage greater partici
pation in and to revitalize regular union local meetings. 

Others felt that organizing special events would be a 
more effective educational tool. Involving the member
ship in political lobbying campaigns were all seen as 
ways of doing educational work through political 
action. The group agreed on the need for greater partici
pation in Labour Council and other community 
activities by union members. 

Another immediate goal many wanted to act on was 
to include paid educational leave provisions in collec
tive bargaining agreements. They saw further educa
tion for members as an important tool in strengthening 
the union. Several participants from bargaining units 
that had recently won such a provision explained the 
particulars of their agreement and described how it was 
won. They pointed out that in most cases the cost to the 
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employer is relatively small, and that the key was to 
gain support from the union membership and the bar
gaining committee to include this provision as a major 
priority in the bargaining package. 

We ended the seminar with a general evaluation of 
what we had accomplished. Many of them expressed 
surprise at what they had achieved and were quite 
proud of the picture they had created. Some said they 
wanted to make copies of it to take back and show their 
fellow unionists. Several said that the seminar helped 
them see the importance of unions working on political 
issues as well as on collective bargaining. They said the 
exercise had given them confidence in their ability to 
understand the economic system and know what 
actions to take to bring about change. 

KAYAHNA COUNCIL SEMINAR 
Big Trout Lake is a "fly-in" community in northwestern 
Ontario. It was here, in a poorly-heated old recreation 
hall in minus thirty celsius weather, that we led a four
day workshop in December 1980. The purpose was to 
discuss economic development alternatives and politi
cal strategies for the seven native Indian communities 
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in the area that make up the Kayahna Area Tribal Coun
cil. The workshop brought together about twenty 
fieldworkers of the Kayahna Council and a small team 
of non-native, southern researchers. The Kayahna 
field workers had previously undertaken a variety of 
projects, including land use studies, surveys of the 
needs and aspirations of women in the communities, 
and had initiated work toward community develop
ment. The southern researchers, including GATT-Fly 
staff, had been engaged by the Kayahna Council to 
research the potential effect of major resource develop
ment projects planned for the Kayahna area. We had 
also studied the potential of expanding trapping, fish
ing and other economic activities based on using 
renewable resources, and had examined the opportu
nities for developing small businesses compatible with 
native culture. 

Several months of preparation went into the 
Kayahna workshop. As part of our work as researchers 
during the fall of 1980 we did a great deal of back
ground reading. We had already taken part in several 
meetings with Kayahna Council chiefs and staff to dis
cuss the project as a whole. So we already understood a 
great deal about the problems and potentials facing the 
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Kayahna people even before we undertook the Ah-hah 
Seminar. The December workshop was planned by a 
group of three people, one staff person from the 
Kayahna Council, one researcher and one GATT-Fly 
staff person. 

The Past 
After we'd all introduced each other and had developed 
an agenda for the seminar, we began to draw a picture 
of the Kayahna economy as it had functioned in the 
past. This historical information was recorded in pic
tures and symbols with a light-coloured marker so that 
a picture of the present situation could be later 
superimposed. 

We opened with the question "How did people feed 
themselves in the past?" We learned that in the old days 
people were dispersed throughout the area in small 
family bands that lived off the land. With the coming of 
the Hudson's Bay Company and the beginning of the fur 
trade around 1700, the people began to spend more 
time trapping and eventually became dependent on 
"the Bay" for food and supplies. This dependency was 
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reinforced by the growth of permanent settlements 
adjacent to the Bay stores. 

The arrival of the church accelerated the loss of tra
ditional ways. As churches were built, schools set up 
and medicines dispensed by the missionaries, native 
religion and healing skills were driven underground. 

Contact with whites brought disease, and 
inadequate sanitation in the new centralized communi
ties increased chances of illness. In 1928, the province 
of Ontario imposed trapping quotas, enforced through 
the Bay stores, that caused great hardships for the 
native people. In 1929, community leaders, in the face 
of starvation, signed the adhesion to Treaty 9, expect
ing to get benefits for their people. 

After World War II the state introduced the social 
security programmes of family allowances, old age pen
sions and welfare. We added the parliament buildings 
in Ottawa to the picture and drew green lines to indi
cate this flow of money from the government. In the 
1950s, state schools were built and the government 
began to provide housing. 
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The Present 
After we had finished the historical picture we started 
to draw the Kayahna communities as they are today. 
Participants from each of the seven settlements 
described their own communities. Kassabonika Lake, 
for example, a community of four hundred and thirty 
people, has a school, a church, a band office, a sawmill, 
two stores, a craft shop and a coffee shop. The commu
nity was established in 1963, when people moved there 
from another location to gain access to the float plane. 
A lot of trapping and commercial fishing is still being 
done. 

Each of the communities, ranging in size from fifty 
to seven hundred people, were drawn into the picture, 
using drawings and symbols to depict all the major eco
nomic activities and social institutions. All the commu
nities have a school and at least one church and store. 
Many people are still engaged in trapping and fishing, 
though we were told these are seasonal activities that 
do not themselves provide a year-round income. We 
found that several communities have small sawmills, 
producing lumber for local needs, and coffee shops or 
craft shops. One community had set up a furniture shop 
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and a tourist fishing camp. Another community had 
planted a garden and had harvested a ton of potatoes 
the previous year. 

Once this information was recorded we moved on to 
a general description of the Kayahna area economy. We 
drew in many green lines (for money) connecting with 
the federal government, as a lot of money comes into 
the area in the form of family allowances, old age pen
sions and welfare cheques. In recent years money has 
also started to come in through government-sponsored 
job creation programmes. Some people have jobs in the 
schools, the nursing stations, the Ministry of Transport 
airport and weather station facilities and are paid with 
government money. Someone suggested that depend
ence on government money means that people lose con
trol over their future. So we drew in blue lines to repre
sent control alongside the green lines. 

This comment sparked the telling of many stories 
and examples of problems this control from the outside 
causes. For instance, an oil-burning heating system was 
installed in the Big Trout Lake school over the objec
tions of the band council several years ago. The council 
had wanted a wood-burning stove as the cutting and 
hauling of firewood could have provided some local 
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employment. Local firewood is also a lot cheaper than 
oil which has to be flown in. Another case was a com
munity garden project in Big Trout Lake that didn't go 
ahead because government funding for tools and equip
ment was delayed until after the time for planting. One 
person pointed out that the garden in Kassabonika was 
successful because the community did it on their own 
initiative without government assistance. 

We then identified the few other sources of outside 
money, including revenue from the sale of fish, fur and 
crafts, and income from the tourist camp. 

Now we had drawn in all the sources of money and 
we turned our attention to how the money is spent. We 
learned that a lot of money goes to the Hudson's Bay 
and the Co-op stores for food, fuel, equipment and 
clothing which are all brought in from the south. It was 
pointed out that as all these items are flown in, the 
increased cost of fuelling the airplanes has pushed 
prices way up. People also spend a lot of money on air 
travel between communities, to and from the trap lines 
and to southern towns. 
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The Problem of Dependency 
At this point the group identified their dependency on 
the south as a crucial theme. People began to suggest 
that the development of fishing, trapping, hunting and 
gardening would be an important step in building a 
more self-reliant economy. They thought that this strat
egy could increase the money coming in from exports 
of fur and fish and decrease the money floWing out for 
food and other goods which could be provided locally. 

This seemed to be such a critical topic that the par
ticipants decided to divide into smaller groups to dis
cuss why renewable resource-based activities had 
declined in the Kayahna area. The conclusions of these 
discussions were reported back to the large group and 
listed on newsprint. Two of the problems affecting trap
ping identified were the centralization of people in per
manent communities and the lack of education of the 
young in Indian skills. Problems common to both trap
ping and fishing were low prices, low quotas, high 
transportation and equipment costs and the monopoly 
of the buyers. 

The small groups also looked at why the eating of 
local food has declined. They concluded that the eating 
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\ \ 

A Kayahna field worker using the drawing method for com
munityeducation. 

habits of the children are changed when they go to high 
school in the south, that the media has influenced them 
to desire the convenience of southern foods and that the 
community stores and coffee shops provide easy access 
to southern food. At the same time a shortage offreezers 
has made it impossible to store local food. Government 
regulations prohibiting the sale of uninspected meat 

has meant that the coffee shop cannot sell local meat as 
there is no government inspector in any of the Kayahna 
communities. 

The Larger Picture 
At this stage in the workshop, the group decided to 
place all this information on the Kayahna area in the 
context of the Canadian economy. We began the discus
sion with an analysis of the ways the Kayahna economy 
is controlled from outside. Everyone agreed that the 
government was the most important outside force. The 
government exerts its control through programme 
funding which is usually short-term, always 
inadequate and currently being cut back. "They tell you 
what and how to do the programme," someone com
mented. The government imposes financial stipula
tions that tie up staff time and energy in producing long 
reports and keeping detailed accounts. Problems are 
also caused by bureaucratic inefficiency on the part of 
the government, delays and constantly changing rules 
and regulations. Control from the outside is a direct 
consequence of the Indian Act and game quotas. The 
group felt that the education system, controlled by the 
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government, reinforces dependency by promoting 
southern values and ideologies. 

This led to the question of whose interests the gov
ernment serves. The group gave many examples of the 
federal and prcvincial governments serving multi
national energy, mining and forestry companies by pro
viding money for exploration, building roads, airstrips 
and towns. Local examples of this were the grants given 
to the UMEX mine at Pickle Lake and Great Lakes Paper 
at Thunder Bay and Dryden. 

The seminar leader asked, "Who is behind the gov
ernment?" and one person responded "Big business." 
When we asked "How?" we got the reply "Both the 
Liberal party who are in power federally and the Con
servative party in power in Ontario, accept large dona
tions from businessmen and corporations to finance 
their election campaigns." 

Others added, "Many politicians and government 
officials are businessmen or were educated at the same 
schools and still socialize with businessmen." Another 
factor they mentioned was the economic power of the 
big companies: that by threatening to withdraw invest
ment or to shut down factories, companies can get what 
they want from government. Someone pointed out that 
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the ideology of businessmen and government officials 
is basically the same: growth, profits, private property 
and the maintenance of the present social order. 

The southern researchers described some of the 
social issues in the south such as unemployment, infla
tion and energy costs and these were added to the draw
ing after discussion of their causes. 

We finished this part of the seminar by asking 
"where does the government get its money from?" and, 
directed by the group, we drew in green lines coming 
from the people. The southern researchers explained 
that about eighty percent of government revenue comes 
from individuals through income and sales taxes, and 
that only twenty percent comes from corporations. We 
talked about how the government is increasing spend
ing on arms and corporate grants at the expense of 
social services. 

The southern researchers claimed that workers in 
the south are not benefitting from government policies 
either. This started a discussion on whether workers 
could be potential allies for native people fighting the 
government and corporate plans that threaten their 
future. 
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The Future 
After we'd completed this much of the larger picture 
we came back to look closely at the future of the 
Kayahna area. We asked what government and corpo
rate leaders see when they look at the Kayahna area. 
"They see lots of trees to be cut, minerals to be mined 
and rivers to be dammed. They see only a few people, 
with some troublemakers among them, who could be 
pushed aside." 

We went on to examine some of the large-scale 
developments planned for the Kayahna area. The 
researchers reported on those forestry, mining, gas 
pipeline and hydro-electric development plans that 
would affect the Kayahna area in the near future. We 
then took a look at the role of government in promoting 
these developments. 

We pinpointed the West Patricia Land Use Plan, a 
provincial government initiative, as a key to develop
ment plans for the area. Someone outlined the history 
of this land use plan and told us that in 1975 the Treaty 
9 native organization launched a major campaign in 
co-operation with southern native support groups, 
church, labour and environmental organizations. Their 
aim was to block government plans to grant the Reed 

"--
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Paper company title to clear-cut nineteen thousand 
square miles of forest north of Red Lake. The campaign 
forced the government to back down. We analyzed in 
some detail the factors that led to the success of the 
Reed campaign. 

We were told that now the government is using the 
West Patricia Land Use Plan as a way to open the door 
to resource development in the Kayahna area. Someone 
in the group commented that a similar plan was devel
oped and carried out with disastrous consequences for 
native people in the Treaty 3 area. We were told that the 
Plan has yet to go through environmental assessment 
hearings, and were reminded of the urgency for Treaty 
9, now known as Nishnawbe-Aski Nation, to counter 
the Plan in these hearings. The group agreed that there 
is a chance that government policy can be changed, as 
in the case of Reed;-when native people work together 
with allies in the south. 

At this point the group decided to break into small 
groups to identify the key questions needing further 
discussion and to clarify what follow-up work needed 
to be done by the various research projects. The women 
decided to form a small group on their own. Men had 
been the most vocal in the larger group and the women 
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Participants at the Kayahna workshop in August 1982. 

felt they would find it less intimidating to speak to their 
own concerns if they met separately. 

When the small groups reported back, one of the 
first concerns to come up was the fact that women were 
not on the whole interested in returning to living off the 
land because of the hard work it involves. They also 
voiced their objection to their views not being taken 
into account in the Mamoatsokewin land use research 
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project that had interviewed only men. They stressed 
the importance of ensuring women's inclusion in the 
planning process if future plans were to reflect the 
needs of all. 

Another issue that came up for discussion was the 
role of outside consultants as providers of information. 
The group was concerned that the Kayahna people 
guard against the consultants becoming decision
makers for their communities. 

The small groups had identified several concrete 
schemes they wanted to pursue. Most people had been 
impressed with the work of the community develop
ment corporation in Kingfisher Lake and wanted to 
investigate the possibility of setting up others in all the 
Kayahna communities. The question of gaining some 
financial control had been addressed and several mem
bers of the group decided to look into the possibility of 
organizing a credit union to serve the Kayahna commu
nities. They also wanted to find out more about alterna
tive sources of funding for their development projects. 
Relying exclusively on government sources was clearly 
problematic and they decided to approach foundations, 
banks, credit unions, churches and even international 
development agencies for support. 

i
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The potential of developing tourism and agriculture to take action, to stand up for their rights against the 
(	 as an economic base for their communities was listed as governmen1."
 

an idea to discuss further. The potential for developing The general conclusions from this discussion
 
appropriate energy sources such as wind power, solar
 included the importance of developing a more self

energy, wood for fuel and small dams to generate
 reliant economic base as a way of fighting the threat of
 
electricity and they felt that these sources in combina
 major resource developments, the need to involve the
 
tion could at least reduce if not eliminate their depend
 whole community in discussion about their future, the
 
ence on expensive oil.
 importance of strengthening links with groups in the
 

They decided also to explore the feasibility of set
 south, and the need to develop political strategies to
 
ting up day care centres, laundromats and handicraft
 carry this work forward. Iworkshops in each community. They identified some ,! 

projects that could benefit the whole Kayahna area and 
were particularly interested in establishing a fish freez Evaluation 
ing plant, a snow shoe factory, a canoe factory, a goose The	 evaluation of the workshop was very positive.
down garment factory and a fish net factory. Many said "The picture-making helped in explaining 

They also discussed how the findings of the various how the outside works and how it affects the Kayahna 
research projects would be shared with the chiefs and area." "The picture shows the same impression as 
people in the communities. Everyone agreed on the we've got from the land use studies. It gives a better 
importance of feeding the information that had been idea of how much we are affected by external forces." 
gathered back to the people. One person said "We need "The picture really shows that dependency is a cycle. I 
to make the people aware that their input is important." see that we must go through a lot of political shit before \: 

Others commented "Issues should be decided by the we can overcome these things and establish ourselves." i 
people themselves. People should be made aware of all 
the options." "Education is important to prepare people f' 
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Postcript 
A scaled-down reproduction of the picture developed 
in the December workshop was used to present the 
results of the research to the Kayahna chiefs' meeting in 
February, 1981. The chiefs were very interested in the 
picture and it touched off several hours of discussion. 

The December workshop was followed by another 
four-day workshop in May, 1981. The final results of the 
various research projects were reviewed and the work
shop focused on developing skills and methods for 

community education - sharing the results of the 
research with the people, involving them in decision
making about their future and organizing them for 
political action. 

At a subsequent workshop in August, 1982, a group 
of Kayahna fieldworkers practised using the Ah-hah 
drawing method as a means of informing people in 
their communities about economic development plans 
affecting their future. 

I 
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Conclusion T he response of groups who have participated in an 
Ah-hah Seminar has been, almost without excep
tion, very positive. Some of the comments we have 

heard most frequently are that it was a "fun" way to 
deal with "heavy" subjects, that it instilled confidence 
in the participants' ability to do their own analysis, that 
it helped to show how different issues relate, that it 
helped to "make sense" of complicated economic prob
lems and that it helped the group to identify strategies 
for action and potential allies. 

We have witnessed many groups become stimulated 
as a result of an Ah-hah Seminar and go on to take 
action. An Ah-hah Seminar with unemployed people in 
Saskatchewan gave an important boost to attempts to 
organize the unemployed in that province and was fol
lowed up by a number of educational events and politi
cal actions. It also helped to build on-going links 
between organizations of the unemployed and those 
church and labour groups that support their struggles. 

An Ah-hah Seminar with members of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees in the Ottawa Region 
helped to re-ignite the fight against wage controls by 
getting participants to analyze the negative impact of 
controls not just on their own wages and working con
ditions, but on the economy as a whole. It helped them 
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identify potential allies and possible strategies for 
action against wage controls. The South Saskatchewan 
Committee for World Development has used the 
method to evaluate the work they do, analyze problems 
they confront, develop political strategies and plan 
future work priorities. 

The strength of the Ah-hah Seminar lies in its 
simplicity - all you need are a large sheet of paper, 
coloured· markers and a desire to explore the world 
from the collective experiences of the group. It imposes 
discipline on a group to deal with socio-economic 
analysis in a structural way; it prOVides affirmation to 
groups of their ability to do their own analysis; it helps 
to develop group decision-making and leadership skills 
and it facilitates a creative and entertaining approach to 
learning. 

Although we feel that the methodology is a very 
effective tool for popular education, it is not a magic 
solution to the difficult task of organizing and develop
ing strategies for action. It does not provide any easy 
answers. How popular groups can tackle the powerful 
and entrenched interests that control the present politi
cal and economic system remains a difficult and often 
disheartening problem. The solutions and strategies 
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must still come from the participants themselves. 
The Ah-hah Seminar is a participant-centred and 

directed approach to education. As such, the outcome 
of the seminar is largely dependent on the nature, expe
rience and creative resources of the group itself. As we 
have already pointed out, it has not worked very well 
with groups of students or educators who either resist 
putting themselves into the picture or who are not com
mitted as a group to take action. 

We believe political education must be primarily 
based on the experience of the participants and that it 
needs to enable them to work with the knowledge they 
already have. This does not deny that there are, how
ever, some situations where information outside the 
experience or knowledge of the participants is needed. 
Films, books, audio-visuals or even lectures are still 
useful for such purposes, but there should always be a 
link made to the knowledge and experience of the par
ticipants. Other participatory educational techniques 
such as role plays or popular theatre, photo-story dis
cussions, or small group discussions have their particu
lar strengths and can be effectively used in a longer 
educational programme alongside the Ah-hah Seminar 
drawing technique. 

L 
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Applications and Adaptations 
While the primary application of the methodology has 
been to economic and political analysis, we believe it 
has potential for other applications as well. The 
Women's Health Education Project in Newfoundland, 
for example, has adopted the Ah-hah method as part of 
a workshop on Women and Mental Health, using it to 
help groups of women picture the different ways in 
which they experience stress in their daily lives and 
how these are connected to social problems. The draw
ing technique has been used as a tool for evaluation and 
planning by political groups and education or social 
service agencies. Here the drawing method helps to 
illustrate problems with organizational structures, to 
map out relationships with other groups, to put the 
work in a larger context, to point out possibilities for 
action and to set priorities for future work. 

It can also be used when the focus of the programme 
is on a narrowly defined topic such as occupational 
health and safety, shop stewards' training or collective 
bargaining. The only limitation is that the topic be 
something that the participants have all experienced so 
that they teach each other. The drawing technique is 
simply a method to structure and record a discussion. 
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Following our experience with the Kayahna Tribal 
Council we have at GATT-Fly discussed using the Ah
hah methodology as part of a method for community
based economic development planning. We believe it 
could be useful not just to small isolated native commu
nities, but to larger communities anywhere. 

We have had some positive experiences in using the 
Ah-hah Seminar to organize coalitions of groups that 
share common interests. The drawing method is an 
effective means for several different groups to arrive at 
a common analysis, identify common interests and 
common strategies. Several such seminars have been 
held on energy and unemployment, in each case bring
ing together representatives of groups that were 
affected to explore the potential for common action. 

Other potential applications that we have discussed 
but not yet tried are as part of literacy training 
programmes, and as part of developing popular theatre 
productions. 

We have been greatly encouraged by the way others 
have adopted and used the techniques and methods we 
have developed. We have received reports that the 
method is used in Nicaragua among urban and rural 
popular organizations. They have renamed the method 
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"memoria grafica" or graphic memory and use the 
picture-drawing method to record the discussions of 
popular education meetings with Sandinista Defence 
Committees and the Association of Rural Workers. The 
picture produced at the educational workshop is used 
by participants to report back to their local group on, 
for example, the structure of corn production and mar
keting. 

What We Have Learned 
An important aspect of a dialogical approach to educa
tion is that there is no teacher/learner distinction. 
Everyone is both a teacher and a learner. Conducting 
Ah-hah Seminars has given us an opportunity to learn 
and gather information first-hand from people directly 
involved about different economic sectors, regions of 
Canada and other countries. They have informed our 
research by indicating the kinds of questions people are 
asking, and showing the areas that are priorities for 
research and publication. They have also provided 
valuable opportunities for testing the analysis and 
results of our research with working people. As an 
organization involved in other activities as well as 
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popular education, this experience has helped to keep 
our research and publications relevant to popular strug
gles and to the people engaged in those struggles. 

Our experience has resulted in the reorientation of 
GATT-Fly's political strategy and work priorities from 
trying to influence government policy with respect to 
trade and economic relations with the Third World to 
supporting struggles for economic justice of popular 
groups in Canada and the Third World. This shift from 
trying to influence the powerful to helping empower 
the powerless began in 1975 when we first started to 
develop the Ah-hah Seminars. In the course of conduct
ing the early Ah-hah Seminars with farmers, fishermen 
and community groups we had our own eyes opened to 
the links between global and local issues. We realized 
that real hope for change lay in the efforts and struggles 
of oppressed people at a local level, not in reforms of 
the international trade and monetary system. The 
enthusiastic response to the Ahchah Seminars from 
popular groups contrasted vividly with the frustrations 
and lack of results in our dealings with government we 
were experiencing at the time. 
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Re-affirmation of Faith in People 
For us, the experience of conducting these seminars has 
confirmed our belief in the potential of working people 
to analyze their situation and develop strategies for 
transformation. This in turn has affirmed and 
strengthened our belief in the real possibility of achiev
ing a society where working people will be able to 
make decisions about their work and control their lives. 
Time and time again we have witnessed a group of peo
ple with little formal education or training in economic 
analysis demonstrate a sophisticated understanding of 
complex economic and political concepts when they 
are free to use their own language and terminology. 

One of the most dramatic examples of this was an 
Ah-hah Seminar conducted with a group of welfare 
recipients, ex-convicts and the unemployed in WeI
land, Ontario. They all had very little formal education 
but their life experience provided them with profound 
insights into how the present economic system oper
ates and their history of struggling for justice had given 
them many good ideas about strategies for change 
which the Ah-hah Seminar enabled them to share. Sev
eral economic researchers who had been invited to 
observe the seminar, commented afterwards that they 
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could not believe the level of sophistication and depth 
of understanding shown by a group of people who they 
had at first taken to be "uneducated" and even mentally 
handicapped. 

We have also been strengthened in our conviction 
that political strategies and the organization and struc
ture of popular groups need to reflect trust in the peo
ple or the membership. Just as in doing popular educa
tion we have learned that the process communicates a 
message as important as the content, we've learned that 
in political struggles we must ensure that the strategies 
and organizational structures adopted are consistent 
with the goals we seek. If the political goal is a society 
where people will have control over their own labour 
and have the opportunity to participate significantly in 
decisions affecting their life and community, then the 
strategies and political organizations must be ones 
which encourage people to start exercising this control. 

Too often we see groups which claim to have these 
goals, whether progressive political parties, labour 
unions or even small community groups, using strate
gies which rely on the actions of a few leaders rather 
than those which encourage mass participation. Meet
ings too often involve the leaders telling the members 
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what is best for them rather than allowing the members 
to formulate policy collectively. Organizational struc
tures also often reflect the hierarchical models of domin
ant institutions. At the root of this is a distrust of peo
ples' capacity to do their own analysis and the feeling 
that they have to be led or fed with the correct ideas 
which only the leaders possess. 

We believe our experience with the Ah-hah Semi
nars demonstrates the fallacy of such assumptions. 
While we do not deny the reality offalse consciousness, 
our experience has shown that this can be overcome 
more effectively by enabling people to examine the con
tradictions in their thinking through a process of col
lective self-discovery. In this way our experience has 
challenged us to apply the insights gained from popu
lar education to the larger issues of political strategies 
and political organization as well as to the definition of 
our political objectives. Peoples' participation in the 
struggle for a just society needs to be seen as a process 
through which they can regain their dignity as creative 
human beings even before the society they are strug
gling for is fully realized. 

Not a Conclusion but a Continuing 
Process 
We hope this book will be a means for encouraging 
others who share our basic goals to start thinking about 
the process of education as well as its content; to con
sider the political strategies and organizational struc
tures of popular groups as well as the political pro
grammes or objectives. We also hope the experience of 
doing popular education and the techniques we have 
described might be used by others and that they will 
stimulate further experimentation and adaptation. 

We approached the task of writing this book with 
some hesitation because we are constantly discovering 
new insights, techniques and applications. Somehow 
setting it down in writing felt like etching the conclu
sions and experiences in stone. We are still not, and 
hopefully will never be, ready to write the last word on 
the subject. 
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Suggestions 
for Further 
Reading 

Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, New York: 
Herder and Herder, 1970. 

The Ah-hah methodology described in this book is a 
conscious attempt to develop a practical application of 
Freire's principles elaborated in Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed. We have not attempted to repeat or elab
orate on the philosophical and theoretical principles 
which underlie our approach to education, choosing 
instead to concentrate on describing our practical expe
riences and reflections on that praxis. An understand
ing of the principles developed by Freire in Pedagogy 
of the Oppressed is essential to an understanding of the 
Ah-hah methodology described in this book. 

dian marino, Drawing from Action for Action: drawing 
and discussion as a popular research tool, Partici
patory Research Project, working paper six, 1980. 
Available from PRG, 386 Bloor St. West, Toronto, 
Ontario MsF 1X4. 

A major part of this booklet is a description and dis
cussion of GATT-fly's Ah-hah Seminar methodology. 
Other examples of popular education using drawing 
techniques are also discussed. This booklet provides 
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useful supplementary information on the Ah-hah meth
odology for education. 

Jesuit Centre for Social Faith and Justice, Canadian 
Social Analysis, available from the Centre at 947 Queen 
St. E., Toronto, Ontario M4M 1]9 

This book analyzes issues such as aging, ecology, 
energy, health, housing, women's rights, unemploy
ment, microtechnology, native people and foreign pol
icy. The presentation of each issue illustrates a different 
tool of social analysis, and the book as a whole provides 
a general sense of the Canadian reality, by showing how 
the different issues are linked to one another. 

Deborah Barndt, Ferne Cristall, dian marino, Getting 
There: Producing Photostories with Immigrant Women, 
Toronto: Between The Lines, 1983. 

Getting There is both an introduction to a collective 
method of learning based on personal and social expe
rience and a book of provocative photoessays of immi

, grant women surviving in and adapting to a new cul
! ture. The methodology used in the production of the 
j stories starts from the issues of everyday life andI encourages people to talk to each other about their 

l __ . _ c-_ _ 

experiences. The same basic principle underlies the 
approach of both the Ah-hah Seminars and Getting 
There: that people learn and take action best when they 
explore common issues together. 
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Spanish
 
Abstract
 

"Ah-hah seminars" es un nombre que nosotros, en el 
proyecto GATT-Fly, Ie hemos dado a un experimento 
en educaci6n para adultos mediante dialogo que 
hemos estado conduiendo en los ultimos seis anos. 
En ingles coloquial, una persona exclama "ah-hah" 
cuando entiende claramente por primera vez algo que 
sabia de antes en forma confusa. En espanol, uno 
pod ria decir "aja". 

Nuestro enfoque en materia de educaci6n esta 
basado en el supuesto de que, a trav8s de su vida y 
experiencia, la gente tiene un conocimiento basi co de 
como funciona el sistema econ6mico y politico. 
Cuando se les da la oportunidad de compartir con 
otros en un grupo, pueden ensenarse muchisimo 
unos a otros. Un grupo de granjeros, trabajadores 0 

pescadores son capaces de componer en forma co
lectiva una figura mas 0 menos completa de como 
trabaja el sistema y de 10 que debe hacerse para cam
biarlo. 

Nuestro enfoque en materia de educacfon no pre
tende ser neutral. EI mismo apunta a crear conciencia 
entre los grupos que luchan por la justicia econ6mica 
y social. Debido a que el objetivo es facultar a la gente 
para que sean sujetos y no objetos de la historia, esta 
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enfoq ue educacional no es autoritario sino democ
ratico. En cada paso el coordinador incita al grupo a 
tomar decisiones por sl mismo. De hecho, la mayo ria 
de las veces el rol del coordinador sevuelve cada vez 
menos directriz a medida que el grupo se hace cargo 
de la toma de decisiones y el coordinador se vuelve un 
participante mas como cualquier otro. 

Estos seminarios estan destinados para su uso con 
grupos que tienen la posibilidad de actuar juntos para 
alcanzar su objetivo de justicia social. Por ejemplo, se 
han Ilevado a cabo seminarios con sindicalistas, gran
jeros miembros de un sindicato independiente de 
granjeros, comunidades de pueblos indigenas, un sin
dicato de pescadores, etc. En cada uno de estos 
ejemplos, los participantes tienen una organizaci6n a 
traves de la cual pueden actuar. Los seminarios 
aumentan la conciencia de los miembros de estas 
organizaciones y se convierten en oportunidades en 
que se puede discutir la estrategia, y las tacticas y 
alianzas con otros grupos que luchan por los mismos 
objetivos. 

Cada seminario comienza con el relato de las 
experiencias de los participantes mismos. Para 
ayudar al proceso, el coordinador dibuja en un mural 

i 
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figuras que representan 10 que los participantes estan 
diciendo. Esta tecnica del dibujo cumple varias fun
ciones: 

1. Ayuda a organizar la discusi6n dandole al grupo 
una tarea comun - es decir, crear una imagen de 
como functiona el sistema econ6mico y politico. 

2. Ayuda a registrar la discusi6n. Las figuras y 
simbolos registran todos los elementos importantes 
de tal manera que pueden ser recordados facilmente. 
EI dibujo actua como una especie de memoria cole
ctiva para el grupo. AI desplegarse el dibujo, se puede 
conectar 10 discutido anteriormente con 10 que se 
esta d iscutiendo en el momento. 

3. Las figuras pueden ser entendidas por personas 
con poca 0 ninguna alfabetizaci6n. Las figuras tam
bien pueden ser entendidas por participantes que 
hablan diferentes idiomas. 

4. La tecnica del dibujo usa ellenguaje y simbolos 
de los mismos participantes en lugar de la ter
minologia ajena a su experiencia. EI crear simbolos 
puede ser agradable e imaginativo, como por ejemplo 
cuando el grupo trata de decidir como dibujar a un 
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banquero. A pesar del uso de un lenguaje simple se 
pueden discutir conceptos importantes. 

5. La figura misma ayuda a los participantes a 
objetivizar sus propias experiencias y a ver como 
estas son compartidas por otros. este es un punto 
importante para empezar la discusi6n de la acci6n 
comun para cambiar la situaci6n. En cierto sentido, a 
traves del dibujo, los participantes ya estEln comen
zando a crear su propio mundo. 

6. EI dibujo puede ser hecho en "capas" para rep
resentar el pasado, presente y futuro. Por ejemplo, un 
grupo de gente nativa en el norte de Canada primero 
dibujo 10 que fueron sus vidas antes de la lIegada de 
los europeos. Luego sobre esto dibujaron los cambios 
traidos por la colonizaci6n. Dibujando sobre la figura 
los cambios que el grupo quiere hacer, el grupo ya 
esta participando en una acci6n colectiva mediate la 
objetivizaci6n de los cambios que el mismo intenta 
hacer. 

7. La tecnica del dibujo es tambien valios para 
ayudar a la gente a identificar a sus aliados poten
ciales. Ayuda al grupo a identificar las areas 
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especificas donde la acci6n comun puede ser 
emprendida. 

8. Durante el proceso del dibujo, la descripci6n y 
el anal isis tienen lugar al mismo tiempo ya que el 
grupo busca naturalmente las causas de \0 que esta 
describiendo. 

Las preguntas surgidas durante el dibujo concier
nen relaciones sociales de poder: "l,Quien decide?", 
"l,Quien se beneficia?", "l,Por que surgi6 una situa
ci6n?". Estas preguntas pueden ser discutidas en una 
forma mas sistematica ya sea en grupos pequeFios 0 

con todos los participantes, conduciendo a 
decisiones ace rca de que acci6n colectiva tomaran 
los participantes. 

A cad a momenta en el seminario, el coordinador 
trata de que el grupo decida la direcci6n del proceso. 
Preguntas como: "l,Que mas Ie falta al dibujo?" inci
tan una repuresta de los participantes que esta abierta 
a todo 10 que ellos piensen que es importante. 

Nos damos cuenta que con una descripci6n tan 
esquemMica como esta es dificil imaginarse 10 que es 
un seminario "ah hah". Muchas veces hemos tratado 
de describir el proceso por escrito perc siempre nos 
enfrentamos con la imposibilidad de Ilevar al papel 10 
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que en verdad es un proceso muy dinamico. Un dia 
nos encontramos con Paulo Freire y Ie dijimos de 
nuestra dificultad en compartir la metodologia. EI nos 
dijo: "GPor que no cuentan simplemente su historia?" 
Asi que eso es 10 que intentamos hacer. Hemos prepa
rado algunas descripciones de seminarios que toma
ron lugar con sindicalistas (metalurgicos), pueblos 
indfgenas del noroeste de Ontario y obreros immi
grantes de America Latina en Toronto. 

Nos damos cuenta que estos grupos pueden diferir 
mucho de otros grupos que deseen usar un enfoque 
educativo similar. Habiendo conducido mas de semi
narios hemos aprendido que no hay dos seminarios 
iguales y que la creatividad de la gente en describir y 
luchar por cambiar su mundo es infinita. Esperamos 
ansiosamente la oportunidad de dialogar con otros 
que tienen tanto para ensenarnos sobre sus luchas de 
liberaci6n. 
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L'equipe de GATT-Fly capitalise maintenant une expeFrench rience de 6 ans en matiere d'education populaire 
active. Nous avons nomme la methode employee 
"Ah-hah", par reference a I'exclamation spontanee de 
personnes anglophones, lorsqu'elles decouvrent claiAbstract 
rement la signification de quelque chose jusqu'alors 
confusement compris. L'interjection pourrait etre plus 
ou moins semblable en frangais "Ah oui!" 

Notre methode pedagogique part du principe que 
les gens, par leur vie et leurs experiences, ont une 
connaissance de base du fonctionnement du systeme 
economique et politique. Nous maintenons qu'ils sont 
en mesure de s'instruire les uns les autres et qU'il 
s'agit seulement de les grouper pour mettre en mou
vement Ie processus pedagogique. Collectivement un 
groupe de fermiers, de travailleurs ou de pecheurs est 
en mesure de brosser Ie tableau plus ou moins com
plet de la fagon dont Ie systeme fonctionne, et un plan 
d'action axe sur les changements necessaires. 

Notre methode pedagogique ne pretend pas a la 
neutralite. Elle vise a creer une certaine conscience 
parmi les groupes qui luttent pour la justice sociale et 
economique. Puisque Ie but est d'etablir les gens 
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comme les sujets et non les objets de I'histoire, cette 
methode pedagogique est democratique et non auto
ritaire. A chaque etape, I'animateur invite Ie groupe a 
prendre ses propres decisions. De fait, dans la plupart 
des cas, la direction de I'animateur devient de moins 
en moins prononcee a mesure que Ie groupe se 
charge des decisions, et enfin I'animateur ne devient 
qu'un participant comme les autres. 

Ces sessions ont ete preparees a I'usage de grou
pes qui sont a meme d'agir ensemble pour une justice 
sociale. Par exemple, ces sessions ont regroupe des 
syndicalistes, des fermiers membres des syndicats 
agricoles independants, des communautes d'autoch
tones, des pecheurs syndicalises, etc. II est a remar
quer que les gens font partie d'une organisation au 
travers de laquelle ils peuvent agir. Les sessions font 
croitre la conscience parmi les membres de ces orga
nisations et leur donnent I'occasion de discuter de 
strategie, de tactique et d'alliance avec d'autres grou
pes luttant pour les memes buts. 

Chaque session debute par un compte rendu des 
experiences des participants memes. Pour assister ce 
processus, I'animateur dessine sur un mur couvert de 
papier des images ou symboles qui representent ce 

L.".." ....,. ... .... ,c~· . •• .•••••. _'._ 

dont les participants discutent. Cette technique a plu
sieurs fonctions: 

1. Elle sert a I'organisation de la discussion en 
donnant au groupe une oeuvre commune, c'est-a-dire 
la creation d'une image de fonctionnement du sys
teme economique et politique. 

2. Elle sert au compte rendu de la discussion. Les 
images et les symboles enregistrent les informations 
de telle fa«on qu'on peut facilement se les rappeller. 
Le dessin agit en tant que memoire collective pour Ie 
groupe et permet d'etablir les liens entre diverses dis
cussions. 

3. Les analphabetes et ceux qui lisent avec diffi
culte peuvent aisement comprendre les images; elles 
servent egalement dans Ie cas ou il n'y a pas de langue 
commune. 

4. Cette technique utilise Ie langage et les symbo
les des participants memes au lieu d'une terminologie 
que ne vie nne pas de leurs experiences. La creation 
des symboles peut etre une activite agreable et pleine 
d'imagination: par exemple, lorsqu'un groupe com
pose I'image d'un banquier ou d'un politicien. En 
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depit de la simplicite de ce langage des concepts abs
traits ou complexes peuvent etre exposes. 

5. Les images memes assistent les participants 
dans I'objectivation de leurs propres experiences et 
dans la comprehension des experiences qu'ils ont en 
commun. C'est une fa<;:on ideale d'amorcer une dis
cussion au sujet d'une demarche commune qui 
menera vers les changements voulus. Par Ie biais du 
dessin les participants mettent sur pied la creation de 
leur propre monde. 

6. On peut dessiner les images en couches pour 
representer Ie passe, Ie present et I'avenir. Par exem
pie, un groupe d'autochtones dans Ie nord du Canada 
a d'abord dessine une image de sa vie avant la venue 
d,es Europeens. Ensuite il y a fixe les changements 
qu'apporta la colonisation. En ajoutant a ce cadre les 
changements que Ie groupe veut effectuer, les partici
pants agissent deja collectivement en objectivisant 
des changements qu'ils envisagent. 

7. Cette technique sert egalement a identifier des 
alliances possibles et a preciser des domaines ou 
I'action commune peut etre mise sur pied. 

8. Pendant que Ie groupe compose I'image, des-
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cription et analyse vont de pair puisque Ie groupe 
recherche naturellement les causes et les origines de 
ce qui est aborde. 

Les questions qui se presentent pendant la compo
sition de I'image concernent les rapports sociaux du 
pouvoir: "Qui prend les decisions?"; "Qui en pro
fite?"; "Pourquoi telle situation se produit?". Ensuite, 
on traite de ces questions de fac;:on plus systematique, 
soit dans des petits groupes, soit avec tous les partici
pants. De toute fa<;:on, la discussion apporte certaines 
decisions concernant la demarche collective 
qu'entreprendront les participants. 

A chaque etape de la conference, \'animateurl 
enregistreur encourage Ie groupe meme adeterminer 
la direction du processus. En posant une question 
comme "Y-a-t-il autre chose qui appartienne a cette 
image?" I'animateur invite les participants a repondre 
librement et n'influe pas sur leurs pensees. 

Nous savons qu'il est tres difficile d'imaginer ce 
qu'est un seminaire "ah-hah" d'apres cette tres breve 
description. Maintes fois nous avons tente d'ecrire 
une description de ce processus; cependant, nous fai
sons toujours face a I'impossibilite de saisir par ecrit 
ce processus tres dynamique. Lors d'une rencontre 
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avec Paulo Freire nous lui avons confie nos difficultes 
a communiquer notre methode. II nous a repondu: 
"Racontez simplement votre histoire." Et voila notre 
intention. Nous avons prepare des comptes rendus 
des sessions passees avec des syndicalistes, des 
autochtones dans Ie nord-ouest de l'Ontario, et des 
immigrants de l'Amerique latine a Toronto. 

Peu importe que ces groupes soient tres divers. 

Au cours d'environ cent sessions, nous avons 
appris entre autres que chacune est unique et que la 
creativite que les gens apportent a leurs descriptions 
et a leurs luttes est sans bornes. Nous recherchons 
donc a partager cet acquis avec tous ceux dont I'expe
rience de Iutte et de liberation pourra aussi nous 
apprendre. 
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GATT-Fly publishes two periodicals, GATT-Fly Report and Energy Monitor in addition to
 
pamphlets, research papers and books on global issues of economic justice. Recent issues
 

have addressed unemployment and the global economic crisis, food and agriculture, energy
 
and resource development, the clothing and textile industries and the new international
 

division of labour.
 
Subscribers to GATT-Fly publications will receive GATT-Fly Report, Energy Monitor and all
 

regular GATT-Fly publications five times a year.
 
A one year subscription to GATT-Fly is $30.00 for institutions, $15.00 for individuals
 

(Canada and the U.S.) and $18.00 for individuals in other countries (airmail).
 
To subscribe to GATT-Fly or to order a free list of all our publications write us at:
 

GATT-Fly
 
11 Madison Ave.,
 
Toronto, Ontario
 
Canada M5R 2S2
 

GATT-Fly is a project established in 1973 by Canadian churches (Anglican, Lutheran,
 
Presbyterian, Roman Catholic and United) to work for global economic justice. Its objectives
 
are to assist popular groups (such as unions, native people's organizations, organizations of
 
the unemployed, farmers' organizations and church based social action groups) in struggling
 

for economic justice in Canada and the Third World. GATT-Fly engages in research,
 
publication and political action as well as popular education with the objective of supporting
 

struggles for economic justice.
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Other titles from Between The Lines: 

Getting There 
Images of Women's Journeys to Equality 
by Deborah Barndt, Ferne Cristall and dian marino 

Getting There is a book of photostories and short essays 
which describe the journeys immigrant women must take 
in their search for work. On another level though, it is 
about the journey all women take in developing strength 
within themselves and equality in their social relation
ships. The route involves more active participation in the 
society that shapes their lives. 

Throughout the stories in Getting There, media images 
of women on billboards, subway ads and in store win
dows are juxtaposed with the simple daily activity of get
ting to work. When women produce images of their own 
realities, they create a basis to develop a critical under
standing of how the mass media shape their self-images. 

A group of women - factory, office and community 

l .... _. _._ ,_.,
 

workers - collectively produced the two photostories. 
There is an essay describing the production of the stories, 
and two essays which lay the general context for the 
issues raised in Getting There. A short history of immi
grant working women and a discussion of the structure 
and ideology of the mass media supplement the photo
stories. 

A User's Guide with suggestions on how to develop 
material - oral histories, photostories, and socio-drama 
- is included, plus lists of questions which facilitate dis
cussion. A poster-insert visually summarizes the underly
ing theme of the book - women's journeys. 

Getting There can be used by women's groups, ESL 
and literacy classes, unions and employment programs. 

.. .
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Power to Choose 

Canada's Energy Options 
by GATT-Fly 

Energy management has always been synonymous with 
big business, and energy companies are among the 
largest and most powerful in the world. Power To Choose 
explores the ways that energy companies control Cana
da's energy resources. 

• Corporations use dependence on oil and fear of short
ages to justify expensive development of oil sands, heavy 
oil and frontier oil and gas deposits; 
• They push for more natural gas exports and approval of 
costly transportation systems to make those exports pos
sible; 
• Their overcharges have cost Canadians an extra $12 bil
lion we shouldn't have paid. 

But the authors maintain that it needn't be this way. 

There is another direction we could follow: the "soft 
energy path". Taking this path means matching needs 
with available resources, and the rapid development of 
renewable resources. It requires accountable public con
tral over large-scale production and distribution systems. 
Power To Choose is a concise, readable summary of Cana
da's energy situation. 

" ... an excellent analysis of Canada's energy industry 
and a valuable contribution to the synthesis of political 
economy and ecology." 

- Leftwords 

"I heartily recommend Power To Choose as an excellent 
addition to the literature on energy." 

- John Eleen, a.F.L. 






